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The winner’s podium
 is our ultimate target.

Digital transformation
supports our existing core competencies, creates 
additional customer value, facilitates the development of 
new business models and contributes to securing our 
existing and future success.

Innovation
Always considering customer requirements, we develop, 
 manufacture and distribute industrial and non-industrial 
safety products that fulfil the highest standards in terms  
of quality, function and innovation. With our comprehensive 
service concept, we are pursuing the goals of generating 
measureable added value for customers around the world. 
We strive to be the leaders in innovation in our field.

Protecting people
People are at the heart of what we do. Protecting and 
 supporting people in their professional and working 
 environment is our company‘s goal. We offer our 
employees  opportunities for professional and career 
development in an international group.

Quality
As manufacturers, we place extremely high quality 
demands on our products and services. For us, “made in 
uvex” is a promise of quality we make to our customers, 
which they can always count on. Our aim is to effectively 
balance economical, ecological and social commitment. In 
order to achieve this, we have set demanding standards for 
our manufacturing sites and products, which also apply to 
all partners in our network.

Brand
The uvex brand is our future. It is our primary goal that our 
customers, suppliers and employees join the uvex brand 
value experience and generate their own success through 
the strength of our brand.
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uvex is the innovative brand system provider with 
international manufacturing expertise. We also have  
a cross-national highly qualified network of strategic 
partners – including both sourcing as well as sales –  
that allows us to meet wide-ranging market and 
customer requirements.



protecting people – our mission, 
responsibility and commitment

At uvex, we want to realise our vision of protecting people in a sustainable way. As a 
manufacturer with a high in-house production rate, we can influence most aspects of 
the value creation chain. In uvex plants, we’ve implemented almost 300 measures and 
projects to improve our sustainability performance.

In production, we consider the environmental impact of all 
of our processes:
•  over 90% of the energy we consume is green energy – 

generating annual CO2 savings of more than 7000 tonnes
•  our earplug production process is waterless and virtually 

CO2-neutral 
•  we have introduced complex energy recovery systems to 

reduce our energy consumption
•  our safety shoe production department is certified in line 

with ISO-14001; this is the first area of our company to 
 obtain this certification 

For a number of years, we have followed our own social 
code, implemented a prohibited substances list and 
applied a comprehensive quality management system:
•  binding social standard for all suppliers – based on 

globally recognised standards such as those of the ILO  
or SA 8000

•  85 regularly audited core suppliers
•  consistent implementation of defined measures across 

the world by trained uvex employees 
•  more than 10,000 hazardous substances checks carried 

out each year along the entire value creation chain
•  systems that surpass legal requirements
•  80 employees dedicated to ensuring that all products are 

of optimum quality
•  11 locations across the world with DIN-ISO-9001 

 certification

As a family company, we place high value on continuity 
and the responsible use and deployment of social, 
 environmental and economic resources – to protect our 
environment, society, and the health of our customers.
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Innovative products.  
Made in uvex.

uvex safety develops and produces innovative industrial safety products, which meet 
the most demanding conditions. First-class expertise,  uncompromising quality and 
strategic innovation management form the basis for this.

The uvex centre of excellence in Fürth, Bavaria, Germany, 
produces innovative protective eyewear products – from 
safety spectacles to laser protection goggles. Mechanical 
and optical properties are tested in the uvex test laboratory. 

The centre of expertise in Lüneberg produces the uvex 
range of state-of-the-art safety gloves: In-house production 
at every stage of the manufacturing process – from yarn 
development to individual construction – ensures 
outstanding product quality. 

The uvex plant in Ellefeld, Saxony, specialises in corporate 
fashion and protective clothing: The service offering 
ranges from the initial idea through to delivery of custom-
made  textiles. 

“Made in uvex” also applies to the European plants, such 
as the Swedish hearing protection professionals, 
SwedSafe, or our shoe manufacturers in Italy – ensuring 
the high requirements of the products and services are 
met at all times.
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In order to gain a neutral assessment of our performance, 
we do not shy away from direct comparisons and regularly 
participate in competitions and benchmark projects.

The prizes and awards we have received from renowned 
institutions in the past few years are testimony to uvex’s 
innovative strength in technology and design.

uvex pheos visor system

uvex pheos cx2uvex u-sonic

CBR65 lens coating technology 

uvex 1 x-tended support uvex 2

Company

Brand of the Century
uvex stands up to comparison

2017
NATIONALER
ARBEITGEBER

DEUTSCHLANDS 
BESTE ARBEITGEBER 

IM VERGLEICH

IN KOOPERATION MIT
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The transfer of knowledge between uvex safety and uvex 
sports makes our products even safer, more functional and 
more comfortable – both product divisions benefit mutually 
from the collaboration.

This was perfectly demonstrated in the Challenge Roth 
2017, the biggest long-distance triathlon competition in the 
world: uvex safety provided equipment to the construction 
team and uvex sports equipped the athletes – that’s what 
you call successful team work.

uvex safety + uvex sports. 
A perfect team.

uvex products protect people at work as 
well as in sport and leisure. As a partner of 
international top-level sport, uvex equips 
over 1,000 professional athletes worldwide, 
e.g. with ski goggles, equestrian  riding 
helmets and cycling helmets.
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uvex Training and Support Solutions

Our customer promise:
To provide our customers with the information and support required  
to optimise ‘fit for purpose’ product selection, which delivers:

Background:
uvex is committed to the design and manufacture of 
personal safety products which respect the maxim 
that ‘one size does not fit all’ - enabling Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) solutions to be tailored 
to individual requirements - delivering absolute 
consistency of protection and performance levels.

We surround our products with an array of services 
which support PPE decision makers in selection 
and safety strategy implementation ensuring that 
PPE wearers derive maximum benefit in terms of 
protection and ‘issue free’ wearability.

Delivery:
Our support team operates without geographic 
limitation and is highly skilled in developing and 
delivering a range of support specific to individual 
customer requirements.

Increased wearer 
compliance

1

Risk reduction

2

3

Increased productivity
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A positive ‘wearer’ 
experience

Want to find out more?
To find out more about any of the services offered by uvex, contact one of our team below:

Nigel Day
Technical Support Services Manager 

07768 616788 / n.day@uvex.co.uk

Matthew Marsh
Technical Support Services Executive

07815 425391 / m.marsh@uvex.co.uk
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uvex PPE 
product finder
The uvex product finder app for IOS.
The first of its kind in the PPE industry!

uvex decibel 
Reliably protect against noise

Technical Support Services
Application Support

The provision of PPE (personal protective equipment) 
is a legal requirement in the UK but the selection of the 
right equipment can often be perceived as complicated, 
particularly in a market that has a vast range of products 
and brands. The uvex PPE product finder app is designed 
to quickly and easily help individuals identify the right 
product for the job (upon completion of an appropriate  
risk assessment).

The app will assist the user in the selection of the correct 
product for the job at hand, ensuring maximum safety and 
minimum fuss.

Features
• Simple, clear navigation
•  Find products based on product requirement, 

area of use and working environment
• Live GPS store locator

 
 

 
• Assists with compiling risk assessments
• Intuitive frame work
• Bestseller recommendations
• uvex product technologies explained
• A full distributor database

Also from uvex:

The uvex decibel app measures the acoustics of the 
surrounding noise and recommends the appropriate 
hearing protection for that noise environment – from 
ergonomic disposable earplugs to ear defenders.

Easy noise measurement tool and product solution 
recommendation.

Available for iOS devices from the iTunes App Store.
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uvex supravision sapphireuvex supravision excellence

uvex supravision plus
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uvex supravision sapphire
• Extremely scratch-resistant on both sides
• Excellent resistance to chemicals
•  uvex non-stick, easy to clean 

nanotechnology. Oil and water based dirt can 
be removed effotlessly

uvex supravision excellence
• Permanent anti-fog on the inside
•  Stays fog free for 16 seconds  

(norm requires 8 seconds)
•   Anti-fog properties are permanent even 

after repeated cleaning
• Extremely scratch-resistant on the outside
• Excellent resistance to chemicals
• Non-stick, easy to clean nanotechnology

uvex supravision plus
•  Advanced anti-fog performance, scratch-

resistant and antistatic on both sides of  
the lens

• Anti-fog properties are permanent even 
after repeated cleaning

•  Stays fog free for 30 seconds  
(norm requires 8 seconds)

• Suitable for areas with high humidity

Core Coatings

dry 0% humidity

cold -20 °C
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uvex supravision sapphireuvex supravision excellence

uvex supravision plus
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Coating technology

Find your perfect coating
1.    Select the temperature which best represents your working 

environment on the horizontal temperature axis.
2.  Define the air humidity of the surroundings in percentage 

terms and find the figure on the diagonal axis.
3.  Determine the degree of dirt on the vertical axis.
4.  Join these three points to form a triangle.

The part of the triangle with the largest area will show you the 
appropriate coating for your defined area of use.

dirty

clean wet 100% humidity

hot +35 °C
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Special coatings

uvex supravision variomatic
Lenses with self-tinting filters, which automatically become  darker when 
exposed to UV (within 10 seconds) and become lighter when exposure 
is reduced (after 30 seconds). Now available with the tried and tested 
uvex supravision excellence technology (permanently anti-fog on the 
inside and extremely scratch-resistant on the outside). Particularly 
suitable for workplaces where you frequently move between indoor and 
outdoor environments, from light to dark.

uvex supravision extreme
Lenses are scratch-resistant on the outside and permanently anti-fog 
on the inside. Lenses will not fog up as the coating never  reaches the 
point of saturation. Ideally suited for workplace environments with long-
lasting exposure to condensation and a high degree of dirt. 

uvex supravision clean
Lenses are autoclavable and resistant to chemicals. Anti-fog on the 
inside, extremely scratch-resistant on the outside. The anti-fog 
properties last for at least 10 autoclave cycles. The coating ensures 
complete fog protection and maximum vision.

uvex infradur
Lenses are scratch-resistant on both sides and minimise  damage from 
welding sparks. 

uvex infradur plus
Lenses are anti-fog on the inside, extremely scratch-resistant on the 
outside and minimise damage from welding sparks.
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Labelling and norms

Identification of the 
 manufacturer

Number of the   
EN standard

Field(s) of use (where applicable)

Certification mark

Symbol for resistance to high speed  
particles (where applicable)

Designation Description of application areas

none General use Non specific mechanical risks, risks due to UV and/or visible IR light

3 Liquids Liquids (droplets and splashes)

4 Coarse dust particles Dust with > 5 µm grain size

5 Gas and fine dust particles Gas, vapour, mist, smoke, and dust with < 5 µm grain size

8 Short circuit electric arc Electric arc due to short circuit in electrical equipment

9 “Molten metal and hot solids” Splashes of molten metal and penetration of hot solids

Mechanical strength

none without mechanical strength (filters only)

S increased strength (filters only)

F low energy impact (45 m/s)

B medium energy impact (120 m/s)

A high energy impact (190 m/s)

T tested at extreme temperatures (-5 °C and +55 °C)

Scale numbers (filters only)

Identification of the manufacturer

Optical class

Symbol for mechanical strength

Mechanical strength

none without mechanical strength (filters only)

S increased strength (filters only)

F low energy impact (45 m/s)

B medium energy impact (120 m/s)

A high energy impact (190 m/s)

T tested at extreme temperatures (-5 °C and +55 °C)

Symbol for non adherence of molten metal and 
 resistance to penetration of hot solids (optional)

Symbol for resistance to surface damage by fine particles 
(optional)

Symbol for resistance to fogging (optional)

Certification mark

Marking on frame

Marking on lens
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Lens tinting
A lens solution for every light environment

AMBER
Protection: UV 400 
UV/marking: 2(C)-1.2
Transmission: approx. 88% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 170

Anti-glare mechanical hazard 
protection with enhanced 
 contrast effect

CBR 65
Protection: UV 400
Marking: 5-1.4
Transmission: 65% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Protection offering relaxing, 
focused vision

AR (anti-reflective)
Protection: UV 400 
UV/marking: 2(C)-1.2
Transmission: approx. 96.5% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 170

Optimum anti-reflective  
 protection with high degree  
of light transmission 

CLEAR
Protection: UV 400 
UV/marking: 2(C)-1.2
Transmission: approx. 91% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 170

Anti-glare mechanical hazard 
protection

74 – 100% transmission 58 – 80% transmission

tint with glare protection not necessary
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Lens tinting

POLAVISION
Protection: UV 400 
Marking: 5-3.1
Transmission: 14%
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Reduction of irritating surface 
 reflection by  filtering 
 scattered light

BROWN
Protection: UV 400 
Marking: 5-2.5
Transmission: 20% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Protection against natural 
glare with signal colour 
recognition and increased 
contrast effect

SILVER MIRROR 12%
Protection: UV 400 
Marking: 5-3.1
Transmission: 12% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Protection from both highly 
 artificial light and  natural 
glare  conditions

SILVER MIRROR 53%
Protection: UV 400 
Marking: 5-1.7
Transmission: 53% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Protection in changing light 
 conditions

GREY 14%
Protection: UV 400 
Marking: 5-3.1
Transmission: 14% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Protection against natural 
glare with signal colour 
 recognition

GREY 23%
Protection: UV 400 
Marking: 5-2.5
Transmission: 23% 
Standards: EN 166, EN 172

Protection against natural 
glare with signal colour 
 recognition

8 – 18% transmission18 – 29% transmission43 – 58% transmission

tint with glare protection recommended
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex i-3

9190280
(old code: 9190.280) EN166 1FT KN CE black/light 

grey clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £10.77

9190275
(old code: 9190.275) EN166 1FT KN CE anthracite/

blue clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £10.77

9190175
(old code: 9190.175) EN166 1FT KN CE black/light 

grey clear uvex supravision 
plus 5 160 £10.98

9190281
(old code: 9190.281)

EN166 1FT KN CE
EN172 black/grey grey sunglare uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £10.77

9190885
(old code: 9190.885)

EN166 1FT CE
EN172

black/light 
grey

grey sunglare/
silver mirror

Anti-fog on
the inside 5 160 £14.48

9190838
(old code: 9190.838) EN166 1FT CE  black/blue  clear 

 uvex supravision 
AR - Anti reflective 

on both sides 
1 42 £31.31

9190085
(old code: 9190.085)

(uvex i-3 s)
EN166 1FT KN CE anthracite/

yellow amber uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £10.77

9190270
(old code: 9190.270)

EN166 1FT K CE anthracite/
blue clear uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 160 £10.77

uvex i-3 add with prescription power (combines the features of the uvex i-3 with a progressive prescription lens)

6108210
(old code: 6108.210)

EN166 1FT KN CE
Prescription 1.0 dpt grey/lime clear uvex supravision 

excellence 1 1 £41.77

6108211
(old code: 6108.211)

EN166 1FT KN CE
Prescription 2.0 dpt grey/lime clear uvex supravision 

excellence 1 1 £41.77

uvex i-vo

9160265
(old code: 9160.265) EN166 1FT KN CE blue/orange clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £10.14

9160520
(old code: 9160.520) EN166 1FT CE blue/orange amber uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £10.14

9160065
(old code: 9160.065) EN166 1FT CE blue/orange clear uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £10.14

9160068
(old code: 9160.068)

EN166 1FT CE
EN172 blue/orange brown 

sunglare
uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £10.14

9160275
(old code: 9160.275) EN166 1FT KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £10.14

9160085
(old code: 9160.085) EN166 1FT CE blue/grey clear uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £10.14

9160076
(old code: 9160.076)

EN166 1FT CE
EN172 black/grey grey sunglare uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £10.14

9160176
(old code: 9160.176)  EN166 1FT KN CE

EN172  black/grey  grey sunglare  uvex supravision 
plus 5 200 £10.72

9160185
(old code: 9160.185)  EN166 1FT KN CE  blue/grey  clear  uvex supravision 

plus 5 200 £10.72

9160120
(old code: 9160.120) EN166 1FT KN CE blue/grey 

headstrap clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 200 £10.14

Safety Eyewear
Safety spectacles

NEW

NEW
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Safety Eyewear
Safety spectacles

Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex super fit

9178265
(old code: 9178.265) EN166 1FT KN CE navy blue/ 

white clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 200 £8.78

9178286
(old code: 9178.286)

EN166 1FT KN CE
EN172 black/white  grey sunglare  uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £8.78

9178385
(old code: 9178.385) EN166 1FT KN CE black/white amber uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £8.78

9178185
(old code: 9178.185) EN166 1FT KN CE black/white clear uvex supravision 

plus 5 200 £8.78

9178881
(old code: 9178.881)

EN166 1FT CE
EN172 black/white

silver mirror
(indoor/

outdoor lens)
anti-fog inside 5 200 £13.33

uvex super fit ETC (Extreme Temperature Conditions)

9178415
(old code: 9178.415) EN166 1FT N CE white grey clear uvex ETC on both 

sides 5 200 £9.83

uvex super g

9172110
(old code: 9172.110) EN166 1FT KN CE crystal clear uvex supravision 

plus 5 200 £8.31

9172220
(old code: 9172.220) EN166 1FT KN CE titan amber uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £8.31

9172265
(old code: 9172.265) EN166 1FT KN CE navy blue/

white clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 200 £8.31

9172881
(old code: 9172.881) 

EN166 1FT CE  
EN172 crystal silver mirror anti-fog on the 

inside 5 200 £11.45

uvex polavision (Helps eliminate or reduce reflection from outdoor shiny surfaces reducing eyestrain, e.g. water surfaces) 

9231960
(old code: 9231.960)

EN166 1F CE
EN172 black/white grey sunglare scratch-resistant 1 1 £41.77

About uvex lens coatings

•  uvex supravision sapphire
 Extremely scratch-resistant on both sides. Resistance to chemicals.  
 Non-stick nanotechnology - easy to clean oil and water based dirt.

•  uvex supravision excellence 
Permanent anti-fog inside, extremely scratch-resistant outside.  
Non-stick nanotechnology - easy to clean oil and water based dirt.

•  uvex supravision plus
 Advanced permanent anti-fog performance, scratch-resistant and antistatic
 on both sides of the lens. Suitable for areas with high humidity.

•  uvex supravision extreme
 Scratch-resistant on the outside, permanent anti-fog inside.  
 Lenses will not fog up. Suited for long lasting exposure to condensation  
 and a high degree of dirt.

• uvex  supravision variomatic
 Lenses with self-tinting filters automatically darken when exposed to UV
 (within 10 seconds) and lighten (after 30 seconds) when UV is reduced +
 uvex supravision excellence lens coating.

• uvex supravision clean
 Lenses are autoclavable and resistant to chemicals. Anti-fog on the inside,
 extremely scratch-resistant outside. The anti-fog properties last for at least
 10 autoclave cycles.

• uvex  infradur
 Scratch-resistant on both sides and minimises damage from welding sparks.

• uvex   infradur PLUS
 Anti-fog on the inside, extremely scratch-resistant on the outside and
 minimises sparks, ultraviolet/infrared radiation.

Replacement lenses are available for a variety of safety spectacles and goggles, please enquire for further details: 01252 731200 or email us at safety@uvex.co.uk
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex pheos cx2

9198257
(old code: 9198.257) EN166 1FT KN CE blue/grey clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £8.11

9198237
(old code: 9198.237)

EN166 1FT KN CE, 
EN172 white/black grey sunglare uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £8.11

9198064
(old code: 9198.064)

EN166 1FT KN CE 
EN172 white/black CBR 65 uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £8.11

uvex pheos

9192225
(old code: 9192.225) EN166 1F KN CE black/green 

(regular) clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £5.18

 9192080
(old code: 9192.080)   EN166 1F KN CE black/grey 

(regular)  clear  uvex supravision 
plus 5 160 £6.22

9192285
(old code: 9192.285)

EN166 1F KN CE,
EN172

black/grey 
(regular) grey sunglare uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £5.18

9192380
(old code: 9192.380)

EN166 1F KN CE, 
EN172

black/grey 
(regular) grey sunglare uvex supravision 

plus 5 160 £6.07

9192385
(old code: 9192.385) EN166 1F KN CE black/yellow 

(regular) amber uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £5.18

9192881
(old code: 9192.881)

EN166 1F CE
EN172

light grey/
grey (regular)

silver mirror 
(indoor/

outdoor lens)

anti-fog on the 
inside 5 160 £7.84

uvex pheos s (The uvex pheos small is 8mm smaller than the standard sized pheos - ideal for narrower faces)

9192720
(old code: 9192.720) EN166 1F KN CE black/green 

(small) clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £5.18

9192786
(old code: 9192.786)

EN166 1F KN CE
EN172

black/grey 
(small) grey sunglare uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £5.18

9192788
(old code: 9192.788) EN166 1F KN CE black/yellow 

(small) amber uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £5.18

9192891
(old code: 9192.891)

EN166 1F CE
EN172

light grey/
grey (small)

silver mirror 
(indoor/

outdoor lens)

anti-fog on the 
inside 5 160 £7.84

* For full protection against particle ingress and splash according to EN166 1 F 349, the wearer should consider the full seal of a goggle  
 or the uvex skyguard NT spectacle.

uvex pheos cx2

The uvex pheos cx2 provides excellent protection from particle and liquid ingress. When sprayed directly with a reagent, 
the X-tended eye shield did not let a single droplet through. whether sprayed from the front (as per the standard), from 
above or laterally (in accordance with uvex extended test procedures).

Safety Eyewear
Safety spectacles

Spray test from two directions A snug and secure fitExcellent protection from particle ingress
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex pheos CB (Wider, flatter nosebridge)

9192485
(old code: 9192.485)

EN166 1F KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision
excellence 5 160 £5.18

9192445
(old code: 9192.445)

EN166 1F KN CE
EN172 black/orange grey sunglare uvex supravision

excellence 5 160 £5.18

uvex pheos guard

9192180
(old code: 9192.180) EN166 1F KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision 

extreme 4 128 £15.06

9192181
(old code: 9192.181)

EN166 1F KN CE
EN172 black/grey grey sunglare uvex supravision 

extreme 4 128 £15.06

uvex pheos s guard (The uvex pheos small is 8mm smaller than the standard sized pheos - ideal for narrower faces)

9192680
(old code: 9192.680) EN166 1F KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision 

extreme 4 128 £15.06

9192681
(old code: 9192.681)

EN166 1F KN CE
EN172 black/grey grey sunglare uvex supravision 

extreme 4 128 £15.06

Product  
Code Image Description Colour Min Order Box 

Quantity RRP Per Item

uvex pheos accessories

9192001
(old code: 9192.001) Foam seal for standard sized pheos black 20 200 £4.34

9192002
(old code: 9192.002) Foam seal for small sized pheos black 20 480 £4.34

9958020
(old code: 9192.020) Head strap for pheos grey/black 10 n/a £3.87

Safety Eyewear
Safety spectacles

uvex pheos guard 

The innovative pheos guard system is a functional expansion of the successful pheos range. A headband can be added 
making the pheos guard suitable for working at height or in confined spaces, as well as improving compatibility with other 
items of PPE. The comfortable frame creates a closer seal to further protect from particle ingress and splash*.

Replacement lenses are available for a variety of safety spectacles and goggles, please enquire for further details: 01252 731200 or email us at safety@uvex.co.uk
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Properly tinted safety eyewear can have 
a dramatic effect on the quality of the 
wearer’s vision, enhancing comfort, clarity 
and productivity. uvex’s CBR65 tint has 
been developed to protect wearers working 
indoors or outdoors for long hours under 
harsh light conditions.

New artificial LED lighting techniques are 
replacing old, dull lighting systems. Together 
with increased screen time, employees are 
being exposed to higher levels of blue light. 
This can increase the chance of eye strain 
and the fatigue this can lead to, impacting 
on their health and wellbeing.

Ideal for all indoor and 
outdoor applications

Innovative lens
geometry

Fit over most 
prescription 
lenses

Soft, flexible side 
arms increase 
comfortSoft internal surface

Robust outside

uvex pheos cx2
• Innovative uvex X-tended injection 

moulded component around brow, nose 
and side arms offers additional protection 
and comfort

• X-twist technology of the side arms gives a 
light spring effect for no pressure grip

• uvex permanent anti-fog coating on the 
inside of the lens, scratch resistant on  
the outside

• Conforms to EN166 1FT KN CE and EN172 
 
Product code 9198064

uvex sportstyle 
• Sporty, light weight design with contoured lens
• Super soft adjustable nose bridge for a 

secure stable fit
• uvex duo component technology combines 

hard and soft materials delivering protection 
and comfort 

• Permanent anti-fog coating on the inside of 
the lens, scratch resistant on the outside

• Conforms to EN166 1FT KN CE and EN172 
 
Product code 9193064

uvex super f OTG
• Overspecs for wearers of prescription glasses
• uvex permanent anti-fog coating on the inside 

of the lens, scratch resistant on the outside
• Unique hard to soft side arms mould perfectly 

to the wearer for an ultra soft low pressure fit
• Well suited in combination with dust masks
• Conforms to EN166 1FT KN CE and EN172 

 
Product code 9169164

Blue Light 

Reduction
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex sportstyle

9193080
(old code: 9193.080)

EN166 1FT KN CE black/grey clear  uvex supravision 
plus 5 160 £7.60

9193265
(old code: 9193.265)

EN166 1FT KN CE lime/black clear  uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £7.11

9193064
(old code: 9193.064)

EN166 1FT KN CE 
EN172 white/black CBR 65 uvex supravision 

extreme 5 160 £7.11

9193376
(old code: 9193.376) EN166 1FT KN CE black/petrol 

blue clear uvex supravision 
extreme 5 160 £7.11

9193280
(old code: 9193.280)

EN166 1FT KN CE
EN172 white/black grey sunglare uvex supravision 

extreme 5 160 £7.11

9193880
(old code: 9193.880) EN166 1FT KN CE black/

anthracite light green uvex supravision 
variomatic 1 42 £22.00

uvex i-works

9194171
(old code: 9194.171) EN166 1FT KN CE anthracite/

blue clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £6.01

9194175
(old code: 9194.175) EN166 1FT KN CE anthracite/

green clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 160 £6.01

9194270
(old code: 9194.270) 

EN166 1FT KN CE
EN172

 anthracite/
grey grey sunglare  uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £6.01

9194365
(old code: 9194.365) EN166 1FT KN CE black/yellow amber uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £6.01

9194885
(old code: 9194.885)

EN166 1FT N CE
EN172  black/grey

silver mirror 
(indoor/

outdoor lens)

Anti-fog on the 
inside 5 160 £8.78

uvex winner

9159105
(old code: 9159.105) EN166 1F KN CE gun metal clear Scratch-resistant/

anti-fog 5 150 £8.68

9159118
(old code: 9159.118)

EN166 1F KN CE
EN172 gun metal grey sunglare Scratch-resistant/

anti-fog 5 150 £8.68

uvex cybric

9188175
(old code: 9188.175) EN166 1F CE black/orange clear uvex supravision 

plus 5 200 £9.20

9188881
(old code: 9188.881)

(While stocks last)

EN 166 1F CE
EN172 black/orange

grey sunglare
with blue 

mirror
5 200 £9.88

9188121
(old code: 9188.121) EN166 1F 34 CE

cyberguard
black with grey 

headstrap
clear uvex supravision 

plus 5 200 £15.06

Safety Eyewear
Safety spectacles
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex skyper

9195275
(old code: 9195.275) EN166 1F KN CE black clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £9.93

9195078
(old code: 9195.078)

EN166 1F CE
EN172 black brown 

sunglare

uvex supravision 
sapphire 5 200 £9.57

9195075
(old code: 9195.075) EN166 1F CE black clear uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £9.25

9195720
(old code: 9195.720)

(While stocks last)
EN166 1F KN CE black amber uvex supravision

excellence 5 200 £10.04 

uvex skyper s  (narrower version of the skyper - ideal for smaller faces)

9196265
(old code: 9196.265) EN166 1F KN CE blue clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £10.14

uvex skyper sx2

9197265
(old code: 9197.265) EN166 1F KN CE blue clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £9.57

9197065
(old code: 9197.065) EN166 1F CE blue clear uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £9.57

uvex skybrite sx2 

9197260
(old code: 9197.260) EN166 1F KN CE translucent  

blue clear uvex supravision 
excellence 5 200 £9.57

9197880
(old code: 9197.880)

(While stocks last)

EN166 1F CE
EN172

translucent 
silver

silver mirror  
(indoor/

outdoor lens)
5 200 £12.76

uvex skylite

9174065
(old code: 9174.065)

(While stocks last)
EN166 1F CE blue clear uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £5.91

uvex skyguard NT

9175260
(old code: 9175.260) EN166 1F 34 KN CE blue/grey clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £10.30

9175261
(old code: 9175.261)

EN166 1F 34 KN CE
EN172 blue/grey grey sunglare uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £10.30

9175275
(old code: 9175.275) EN166 1F 34 KN CE grey/orange clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 160 £10.30

Safety Eyewear
Safety spectacles
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex x-one 

9170802
(old code: 9170.802)

(While stocks last)

EN166 1F CE
EN172

black with 
neck cord grey sunglare uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 200 £5.70

uvex x-twin

9171160
(old code: 9171.160)
(While stocks last)

EN166 1F CE ice blue clear THS - Scratch-
resistant/Anti-fog 5 200 £4.97

uvex super OTG (Unique over spec. Side arms graduate from hard to soft material for increased wearer comfort)

9169260
(old code: 9169.260) EN166 1F KN CE blue clear uvex supravision

excellence 5 160 £9.10

9169081
(old code: 9169.081)

EN166 1F CE
EN172 black grey sunglare uvex supravision 

sapphire 5 160 £9.10

uvex super f OTG

9169164
(old code: 9169.164)

EN166 1FT KN CE
EN172 black CBR65 uvex supravision

excellence 5 160 £9.10

uvex visitor

9161005
(old code: 9161.005) EN166 1F CE blue/black clear uvex supravision 

sapphire 1 75 £5.54

9161014
(old code: 9161.014) EN166 1F CE clear clear uncoated 1 50 £3.40

uvex futura

9180125
(old code: 9180.125) EN166 1F KN CE brown clear uvex supravision 

plus 5 160 £11.08

uvex astrospec 2.0

9164187
(old code: 9164.187)   EN166 1FT KN CE  black/grey  clear  uvex supravision 

plus 5 200 £9.83

9164220
(old code: 9164.220) EN166 1FT KN CE black/yellow amber uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £9.83

9164387
(old code: 9164.387)

EN166 1FT KN CE
EN172 black/grey dark grey 

sunglare
uvex supravision 

excellence 5 200 £9.83

Safety Eyewear
Overspecs and safety spectacles

Replacement lenses are available for a variety of safety spectacles and goggles, please enquire for further details: 01252 731200 or email us at safety@uvex.co.uk
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Art. no. 9178500 
Colour white/light blue 
Lens clear/2C-1.2 
Coating  uvex supravision clean
Price £9.20
Standard:  EN166 1FT KN CE
Box Quantity:  5
Case:  200

Art. no. 9169500 
Colour white/light blue 
Lens clear/2C-1.2 
Coating  uvex supravision clean
Price £9.83
Standard:  EN166 1FT KN CE
Box Quantity:  5
Case:  160

Art. no. 9302500 
Colour white/transparent
Lens clear/2C-1.2
Coating  uvex supravision clean
Price £21.90
Standard:  EN166, 1B 34 KN CE
Box Quantity:  4
Case:  72

Features a smooth, autoclavable 
neoprene headband.

uvex CR 
The first autoclavable 
safety eyewear with
anti-fog performance
uvex’s clean room range with anti-fog 
lens coating is designed for repeated 
autoclave sterilisation for continuous 
coating performance (20 cycles for 20 
minutes each at maximum 121°C). The 
scratch-resistant coating on the outside 
of the lens helps prolong product life.

The ultra-light safety spectacles, 
overspecs and goggles all feature a 
panorama lens, offering exemplary 
protection and comfort through the use 
of innovative materials and technology.

uvex CR
Innovative coating technology 

uvex super fit CR uvex super f OTG CR uvex ultrasonic CR

About uvex lens coatings

• uvex supravision clean
 Lenses are autoclavable and resistant to chemicals. Anti-fog on the inside, extremely scratch-resistant outside.  
 The anti-fog properties last for at least 10 autoclave cycles.
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex u-sonic

9308245
(old code: 9308.245) EN166 1B 34 KN CE grey/lime clear uvex supravision 

excellence 5 90 £13.12

9308147
(old code: 9308.147)  

EN166 1B 34 KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision 
plus 5 90 £14.80 

9308240
(old code: 9308.240)

EN166 1B 34 KN CE
EN172 grey/lime grey sunglare uvex supravision 

excellence 5 90 £13.12

9308246
(old code: 9308.246) EN166 1B 34 KN CE

grey/yellow
reduced 

ventilation
clear uvex supravision 

extreme 5 90 £14.53

9308248
(old code: 9308.248)

EN166 1B 34 KN CE
EN172 grey/orange 

clear and 
grey sunglare 
magnetic lens 
and magnetic 

headstrap

uvex supravision 
excellence and 

uvex supravision 
sapphire

5 90
£26.08

complete
unit

9308048
(old code: 9308.048)   EN166, EN172  n/a 

 grey sunglare 
magnetic lens 

only 

 uvex supravision 
sapphire 1 n/a £8.73

uvex pheos cx2 sonic

9309275
(old code: 9309.275) EN166 1B 34T KN CE white/black clear uvex supravision 

extreme 5 160 £12.75

9309286
(old code: 9309.286)

EN166 1B 34T KN C E
EN172 white/black grey sunglare uvex supravision 

extreme 5 160 £12.75

uvex carbonvision

9307375
(old code: 9307.375) EN166 1B 34 KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision 

extreme 5 160 £12.39

9307276
(old code: 9307.276)

EN166 1B 34 KN CE
EN172 black/grey grey sunglare uvex supravision 

extreme 5 160 £12.39

uvex carbonvision with neoprene headband (Durable, non-marking, chemical resistant head strap)

9307365
(old code: 9307.365) EN166 1B 34 KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision 

extreme 5 160 £12.55

uvex ultrasonic

9302245
(old code: 9302.245) EN166 1B 34 KN CE grey/orange clear uvex supravision 

excellence 4 72 £11.13

9302285
(old code: 9302.285) EN166 1B 34 KN CE black/grey clear uvex supravision 

excellence 4 72 £11.13

9302247 
(old code: 9302.247)

EN166 1B 34 KN CE
EN172 grey/orange brown 

sunglare
uvex supravision 

excellence 4 72 £11.92

9302600
(old code: 9302.600) EN166 1B 34 KN CE

blue/grey
reduced 

ventilation
clear uvex supravision

extreme 4 72 £12.39

9302281
(old code: 9302.281) EN166 1B 34 KN CE

black/grey 
neoprene 
head strap

clear uvex supravision 
excellence 4 72 £13.54

Safety Eyewear
Safety goggles

uvex ultrasonic CR
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Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex ultravision

9301105
(old code: 9301.105) EN166 1B 34 KN CE transparent grey clear

pc lens
uvex supravision

excellence 1 90 £10.14

9301605
(old code: 9301.605) EN166 1B 34 KN CE transparent grey clear

pc lens
uvex supravision

plus 1 90 £9.93

9301626
(old code: 9301.626) EN166 1B 34 KN CE

transparent grey
 with foam 
surround

clear
pc lens

uvex supravision
excellence 1 90 £10.77

9301815
(old code: 9301.815) EN166 1B 34 KN CE transparent grey

top vent closed
clear

pc lens
uvex supravision

excellence 1 90 £10.35

9301633
(old code: 9301.633) EN166 1B 34 KN CE

red/black
closed ventilation/

gas tight

clear
pc lens

uvex supravision
excellence 1 90 £17.24

9301714
(old code: 9301.714) EN166 1F 34 N CE transparent grey clear

acetate lens
Acetate - non 

fogging 1 80 £9.57

Face protection (Attaches to ultravision goggle for increased facial protection)

9301318
(old code: 9301.318)

Face protection
uvex flip up 
ultrashield

transparent 
polycarbonate 

lower face shield
goggles sold 

separately uncoated 1 18 £14.48

9301317
(old code: 9301.317)

Face protection
uvex ultrashield

transparent 
polycarbonate 

lower face shield
goggles sold 

separately uncoated 1 120 £7.16

Safety Eyewear
Safety goggles

uvex pheos visor system
Every detail of the pheos helmet system has been carefully thought through to deliver an 
advanced head protection solution. The magnetic locking system makes it even easier to attach 
the visor, while the ergonomic joint system evenly distributes the weight of all attachments across 
the body’s centre of gravity – ensuring it can be worn without causing fatigue.

For more information on the uvex 
pheos visor system contact your 
regional sales manager or speak to 
our customer services team or visit 
our website.

Optimal vision
The anti-fog, scratch-resistant, 
high quality polycarbonate visor 
complies with the specifications 
of the top optical grade – and is 
available as a clear or tinted 
shade option.

One click visor 
attachment system
The unique magnetic lock system 
means parts click together easily – 
the helmet does not need to be 
removed when attaching or 
changing the visor.
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Product Code Image Description Colour Unit Box
Quantity

RRP
Per Item

Lens Cleaning Stations

9970007
(old code: 9990.000)

Complete cleaning station - 
can be wall mounted blue 1 1 £58.50

9971002
(old code: 9991.000)

Replacement cleaning tissues for 9990.000 lens 
cleaning station - 450 sheets per box. 9990.000 

station can hold 4 boxes

blue box
white tissues 1 36 £4.03

9972101
(old code: 9972.101)

Replacement cleaning fluid for 9990.000 lens 
cleaning station - 16fl oz. bottle

white bottle
clear fluid 1 9 £4.50

9970002
(old code: 9970.002)

Complete lockable cleaning station - 
can be wall mounted blue 1 1 £56.25

9971000
(old code: 9971.000)

Replacement cleaning tissues for 9970.002 lens 
cleaning station - 700 sheets(approx). Station 

holds 700 sheets
white tissues 1 24 £6.80

9972100
(old code: 9972.100)

Replacement cleaning fluid 0.5l bottle for
9970.002 lens cleaning station.

Pump sold separately

white opaque 
bottle

clear fluid
1 15 £4.50

9973100
(old code: 9973.100)

Replacement plastic pump for
cleaning fluid 9972.100 white nozzle 1 1 £2.88

Lens Cleaning Towelettes

9963000
(old code: 9963.000)

Cleaning towelettes. Individually sealed moist
cleaning tissues (100 per box)

white 
branded box 1 20 £12.49

Hang Cords and Cases

9958003
(old code: 9958.003)

Headband - duo-flex connection
Metal free grey 10 50 £2.25

9959002
(old code: 9959.002)

Neck hang cord.
Fits all uvex safety specs black 10 n/a £2.09

9959003
(old code: 9959.003)

Neck hang cord - for all soft arms and duo ear 
pieces (uvex skyper models) blue 25 n/a £2.30

9958017
(old code: 9958.017) Eyewear sock cord black 10 100 £1.62

9954500
(old code: 9954.500) Zipper spectacle pouch black 25 250 £4.60

9954001
(old code: 9953.500) Press stud spectacle case black 1 20 £1.88

55390972202
(old code: 9954.550) Polyester spectacle bag grey 20 n/a £1.52

55590082201
(old code: 9955.550) Polyester goggle bag black 50 n/a £1.99

9954501
(old code: 9954.501) Zipper goggle pouch black 25 125 £10.77

Safety Eyewear
Eyewear accessories
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uvex are the first to develop a unique grey 
welding filter lens.

Unlike traditional green welding tint products, the 
innovative technology behind the uvex grey-tint lenses 
affords protection from UV and infrared light while 
maintaining perfect colour recognition in accordance with 
uvex sunglare filters. This range is also the first to feature 
anti-fog lens coating technology.

•     Permanent uvex infradur plus lens coating - anti-fog 
properties prevent the inside of the lens misting up and 
the extreme scratch-resistance on the outside keeps 
damage from welding sparks to an absolute minimum

•   Increased impact protection over traditional green  
welding products which can weaken the mechanical 
strength of the lens

•    Perfect colour recognition in line with uvex sunglare 
filters – safety signs and signals are easily recognised, 
increasing employee safety

•     A vailable in various protection classes (EN166 1 F for
 specs and EN166 1 B for goggles) offering protection for  
 a variety of welding applications and environments
•  Available in a range of stylish modern designs
•   Goggles can be worn comfortably over most 

prescription specs

The next generation of welding protection 

Safety Eyewear
The next generation of welding protection 
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uvex i-vo · 9160
Available in shades 1.7, 3 and 5

Shade 5

Shade 3

uvex super fit · 9178
Available in shades 1.7 and 3

uvex ultrasonic flip-up · 9302
Available in shades 3 and 5

uvex super f OTG · 9169
Available in shades 3 and 5



Product Code Image Standards Frame Colour Lens Shade Coating Box
Quantity Case RRP

Per Pair

uvex super fit welding   (The following styles: super fit, i-vo, super f OTG and ultrasonic goggle, all feature the new uvex grey tint welding lens 

which conforms to EN172 - full colour recognition)

9178041
(old code: 9178.041)

EN166 1FT KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 1.7

uvex infradur plus  
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
5 200 £12.28

9178043
(old code: 9178.043)

EN166 1FT KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 3

uvex infradur plus  
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
5 200 £12.28

uvex i-vo welding

9160041
(old code: 9160.041)

EN166 1FT KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding

shade 1.7

uvex infradur plus  
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
5 200 £10.98

9160043
(old code: 9160.043)

EN166 1FT KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 3

uvex infradur plus  
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
5 200 £10.98

9160045
(old code: 9160.045)

EN166 1FT KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 5

uvex infradur plus  
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
5 200 £10.98

uvex super f OTG welding (Unique over spec. Side arms graduate from hard to soft material for increased wearer comfort)   

9169543
(old code: 9169.543)

EN166 1FT KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 3

uvex infradur plus
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
5 160 £12.28

9169545
(old code: 9169.545)

EN166 1FT KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 5

uvex infradur plus
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
5 160 £12.28

uvex ultrasonic welding

9302043
(old code: 9302.043)

EN166 1B 349 KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 3

uvex supravision
excellence and
uvex infradur

4 72 £27.71

9302045
(old code: 9302.045)

EN166 1B 349 KN CE,
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 5

uvex supravision
excellence and
uvex infradur

4 72 £27.71

9302083
(old code: 9302.083) EN166 1 CE,  EN169 replacement lens grey welding 

shade 3

uvex infradur 
(scratch-resistant

both sides)
4 100 £13.33

9302085
(old code: 9302.085) EN166 1 CE, EN169 replacement lens grey welding 

shade 5

uvex infradur
(scratch-resistant

both sides)
4 100 £13.33

uvex futura

9180141
(old code: 9180.141)

EN 166 1FT K CE
EN 169 black/green grey welding 

shade 1.7

uvex infradur
(scratch-resistant

both sides)
5 200 £10.98

uvex ultravision

9301145
(old code: 9301.145)

EN166 1B 3 KN CE, 
EN169 black/green grey welding 

shade 5

uvex infradur plus
(spatter-resistant/

anti-fog)
1 90 £13.70

Safety Eyewear
Welding eyewear

Replacement lenses are available for a variety of safety spectacles and goggles, please enquire for further details: 01252 731200 or email us at safety@uvex.co.uk
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If you have a requirement for safety eyewear then it’s more 
than likely that you have the requirement for prescription 
safety glasses too - the two go hand in hand.

What are the benefits? 
•  Personal prescription eyewear won’t get damaged  

at work 
•  Lens materials can be chosen based on the working 

environment for increased wearer safety 
• Scratch-resistant lens coatings are supplied as standard 
•  Frames from uvex come with a 2 year guarantee for 

accidental damage and wear and tear 

uvex, together with our distributors, are able to offer a 
prescription service to suit your needs whether you are a large 
or small organisation and based in one or multiple locations.

How to order? 
Order online! uvex’s online ordering system allows 
customers to order prescription eyewear quickly and easily. 
The automated system enables approved personnel to:

• Generate a form quickly: allowing you to print or email it 
to the employee

• Create and track the status of new prescription orders 
as they move through the manufacturing process: from 
when the Authorising Officer generates the form 
through to the order being despatched to the optician 
and finally invoiced via your distributor

• Review historical orders and run user reports

For a brochure contact our prescription department on 
01252 731221, help-prescription@uvex.co.uk or speak to  
your local representative for more information.

Visit uvex-safety.co.uk to view our full range of products.

Did you know that 1 in 4 people need 
corrective eyewear?

Prescription Eyewear
Support services
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The range comprises of sporty wraparound designs, rimless styles using modern materials as well as metal framed 
spectacles for both men and women. For those that require the protection of a goggle, prescription inserts have been 
developed. More details can be found in our uvex prescription brochure which is available to download from the website.

uvex manufacture a full range of safety  
and non-safety prescription eyewear 

Prescription Safety Eyewear
uvex RX

uvex RX sp 5512

• Sporty, plastic wraparound design with curved lenses and 
anatomic sport glazing

• Supplied with uvex tight-fit-kit consisting of headband and 
foam seal

• Side shield and integrated brow guard frame design
• The arms can be replaced with a headband for a more 
secure fit when working in extreme conditions

• The foam material guarantees a close and stable fit
• Very good fit with anatomically adjustable, soft nose bridge
• Sporty side arms with a combination of soft and hard 
components  ensure increased comfort and non-slip fit

• Prescription strength of up to a combined  
maximum +/- 3.50

Applications in combination with the tight-fit-kit
• Working in extreme situations, such as overhead  
or in confined spaces

• Working with fluids (drops) or chips and dust

Note:
• Single vision   minimum PD = 32 each eye
• Varifocal (Pro Work)  minimum PD = 32 each eye
     minimum height = 20mm
• Varifocal (Optima)  minimum PD = 32 each eye
     minimum height = 20mm

uvex RX sp 5512
Art. no. 6109220 6109221
Ref. no. 5512 5573 65/16 5512 1348 65/16
Frame eye size 65 mm 65 mm
Bridge width 16 mm 16 mm
Colour brown, olive anthracite, orange

5512 5573 65/16

5512 1348 65/16

5512 5573 assembled with 
uvex tight-fit-kit

5512 1348 assembled with 
uvex tight-fit-kit
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Hearing Protection
Making the right choice is essential

Objective: noise level – SNR value
The objective when choosing suitable hearing protection is to achieve an 
 effective residual noise level of between 70 dB and 80 dB for the wearer. 

If the protection level is too high (over-protection), this can result in the 
 inability to communicate and the risk of not hearing critical messages, 
instructions or signals.

Example: 

Noise level 100 dB –  uvex xact-fit, SNR 26 dB = 74 dB

What level of protection is required? 
Noise levels in the workplace must be measured first in order to determine 
what level of protection is required. The Health and Safety  professional or 
external qualified service providers should conduct tests using approved 
test equipment.

The continuous noise level and, if necessary, the peak emission noise level 
are measured, enabling a noise profile to be recorded. 

Appropriate hearing protection can then be selected using the SNR method. 

RANGE

USE 

HYGIENE 

uvex disposable hearing 
 protection plugs
 
Outstanding safety for one-time use: 
uvex disposable hearing protection plugs 
offer excellent wearer comfort when 
worn for long periods.

uvex reusable  
ear plugs
 
Readily available and easy to clean:  
uvex reusable ear plugs with hygiene 
boxare reliable companions for your 
everyday work.

To guarantee effective hearing protection, uvex disposable hearing protection plugs must be used correctly.

In dirty working environments, particles can easily stick to the surface of materials and cause minor injuries in the ears.

Briefly roll down uvex 
 disposable hearing 

 protection plugs.

Put your arm over your 
head and move the ear 

slightly upwards to 
straighten your auditory 
canal. This achieves a  

 better fit.

Please dispose of uvex 
 disposable hearing pro-
tection plugs after each 

use.

Insert plugs and hold in 
place while they expand. 

If they are not visible from 
the front, then they are in 

the right position.

Take uvex reusable ear 
plugs by the handles and 

place the cord around 
your neck.

Insert uvex ear plugs into 
the auditory canal, 

 applying gentle pressure.

Easy to clean with uvex 
damp cleaning cloth. 

Alternatively, clean them 
with water and mild soap.

Dry them and store in the 
uvex  hygiene box when 

not in use.

MORE INFORMATION

Detailed application videos show you how to use uvex 
 disposable hearing protection plugs properly.

Simply scan in the adjacent QR code with a  smartphone or tablet.

You can also watch the application videos online  using by visiting 
uvex-safety.co.uk/plugs
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Product Code Image Description SNR (dB) Pairs 
per box

Case 
Quantities Min Order RRP

per box
Price 

per pair

uvex hi-com

2112100
(old code 2112.100)

Uncorded plugs  
(bagged in pairs) 24 200 10 boxes  

(case 2000)
1 box of 

200 £36.18 £0.181

2112101
(old code 2112.101)

Corded plugs  
(bagged in pairs) 24 100 10 boxes  

(case 1000)
1 box of 

100 £41.18 £0.412

2112118
(old code 2112.118)

Uncorded plugs in bulk.
Dispenser refill box for use with 

uvex dispenser 2112000
24 300 20 boxes  

(case 6000)
1 box of 

300 £49.47 £0.165

2112120
(old code 2112.120)
(While stocks last)

 Uncorded plugs in retail mini box*
(6 pairs per mini box) 24  6  14 boxes

x6 mini boxes
1 box of 14 
mini boxes

£25.75
(£1.84 per mini 

box)
£0.306

uvex x-fit

2112001
(old code 2112.001)

Uncorded plugs  
(bagged in pairs) 37 200 10 boxes  

(case 2000)
1 box of 

200 £27.42 £0.137

2112010
(old code 2112.010)

Corded plugs  
(bagged in pairs) 37 100 10 boxes  

(case 1000)
1 box of 

100 £30.13 £0.301

2112022
(old code 2112.022)

Uncorded plugs in bulk.
Dispenser refill box for use with 

uvex dispenser 2112000
37 300 20 boxes

(case 6000)
1 box of 

300 £37.05 £0.123

2112013
(old code 2112.013)

Uncorded plugs in mini dispenser. 
Ideal for vans or toolboxes 37 50 24 boxes  

(case 1200) 1 box of 50 £8.13 £0.162

2112123
(old code 2112.123)
(While stocks last)

 Uncorded plugs in retail mini box*
(6 pairs per mini box) 37  6  14 boxes 

x6 mini boxes 
1 box of 14 
mini boxes

£25.75
(£1.84 per mini 

box)
£0.306

uvex com4-fit

2112004
(old code 2112.004)

Uncorded plugs  
(bagged in pairs) 33 200 10 boxes  

(case 2000)
1 box of 

200 £27.43 £0.137

2112012
(old code 2112.012)

Corded plugs  
(bagged in pairs) 33 100 10 boxes  

(case 1000)
1 box of 

100 £30.13 £0.301

2112023
(old code 2112.023)

Uncorded plugs in bulk.
Dispenser refill box for use with 

uvex dispenser 2112000
33 300 20 boxes  

(case 6000)
1 box of 

300 £37.05 £0.123

2112121
(old code 2112.121)
(While stocks last)

 Uncorded plugs in retail mini box*
(6 pairs per mini box) 33  6 14 boxes 

x6 mini boxes  
1 box of 14 
mini boxes

£25.75
(£1.84 per mini 

box)
£0.306

Hearing Protection
Disposable plugs
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Product Code Image Description SNR (dB) Pairs 
Per Box

Case 
Quantities Min Order RRP

Per Box
Price 

Per Pair

uvex xact-fit - Awarded Highly Commended at the BSIF Product Innovation Awards 2013

2124001
(old code 2124.001)

Corded plug and stems in mini box
(cardboard). Extremely easy fitting 26 50 20 boxes 

(case 1000) 1 box of 50 £59.58 £1.199

2124002
(old code 2124.002)

Replacement pods
(5 pairs per box) 26 250 20 boxes 

(case 5000)
1 box of 

250 £61.98 £0.247

2124003
(old code2124.003)

Replacement pods in bulk.  
Dispenser refill box for use with  

uvex dispenser 2112000
26 400 20 boxes

(case 8000)
1 box of 

400 £74.64 £0.186

2112124
(old code 2112.124)
(While stocks last)

 Corded plugs in retail mini box*
(1 pair of corded plugs + 2 pairs of replacement 

plugs)
26  2 

 14 boxes x 
6 mini 
boxes  

1 box of 14 
mini boxes

£25.75
(£1.84 per mini 

box)
£0.306

Reusable Earplugs

2111237
(old code 2111.237)

uvex whisper corded reusable plug 
complete with hygiene box for easy 

storage between uses
23 50 20 boxes  

(case 1000) 1 box of 50 £47.95 £0.959

2111212
(old code 2111.212)

uvex whisper+ corded reusable 
plug. Comes in mini box (cardboard) 

for storage between uses
27 50 10 boxes  

(case 500) 1 box of 50 £57.58 £1.151

2111238
(old code 2111.238)

uvex whisper+ corded reusable 
plug complete with hygiene box for 

easy storage between uses
27 50 20 boxes  

(case 1000) 1 box of 50 £72.82 £1.456

Detectable Earplugs

2112114
(old code 2112.114)

uvex hi-com detec corded plug
(with detectable cord) 24 100 10 boxes  

(case 1000)
1 box of 

100 £77.13 £0.771

2112011
(old code 2112.011) uvex x-fit detec corded plug 37 100 10 boxes  

(case 1000)
1 box of 

100 £57.57 £0.575

2111239
(old code 2111.239) uvex whisper+ detec re-usable plug 27 50 20 boxes  

(case 1000) 1 box of 50 £75.70 £1.514

2124011
(old code 2124.011)

uvex xact-fit detec corded  
disposable earplug 26 50 20 boxes

(case 1000) 1 box of 50 £68.00 £1.360

2124012
(old code 2124.012)

uvex xact-fit detec 
replacement pods  

(5 pairs per box)
26 250 20 boxes

(case 5000)
1 box of 

250 £124.37 £0.497

2124013
(old code 2124.013)

uvex xact-fit detec replacement 
pods in bulk. Refill box for use with  

uvex dispenser 2112000
26 400 20 boxes 

(case 8000)
1 box of 

400 £170.70 £0.426

Banded Protectors

2125361
(old code 2125.361) uvex x-cap earband 24 15 10 boxes  

(case 150) 1 box of 15 £51.80 £3.453

2125351
(old code 2125.351)

uvex x-cap replacement pods -
5 pairs per zip top polythene bag 24 5 60 boxes

(case 3600) 1 box of 60 £56.55 £0.942

Hearing Protection
Reusable, detectable and banded plugs
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Product Code Image Description SNR (dB) Pairs 
Per Muff

Case 
Quantities Min Order RRP 

Per Item

Ear Plug  Dispensers

2112000
(old code 2112.000)

Earplug dispenser
Holds 600 pairs of earplugs 

(for dispensing uncorded plugs).
Simple click mechanism prevents

over supply of plugs

n/a n/a 1 1 £30.11

2111994

Magnetic attachment  
for earplug dispenser

Clips to the back of the uvex earplug 
dispenser allowing it to be fixed 
magnetically to metal surfaces  

n/a n/a 1 1 £82.76

Earmuffs

2600001
(old code 2600.001)

uvex K1
For low noise areas. Padded metal, fully 

adjustable low clamping suspension system 
with soft cushions. Foldable for easy storage.

28 1 20 1 pair £15.06

2600201
(old code 2600.201)

uvex K1H
For low noise areas. Helmet attachment 

earmuff with suspension system and soft 
foam cushions.

27 1 20 1 pair £17.84

2600002
(old code 2600.002)

uvex K2
For medium noise areas. Padded metal, fully 
adjustable low clamping suspension system 
with soft cushions. Foldable for easy storage.

32 1 20 1 pair £20.11

2600202
(old code 2600.202)

uvex K2H
For medium noise areas. Helmet 

attachment earmuff with suspension 
system and soft foam cushions. 

30 1 20 1 pair £21.53

2600003
(old code 2600.003)

uvex K3
For medium noise areas. Soft metal 
headband with length adjustment 

suspension system and soft memory foam 
cushions. High attenuation.

33 1 20 1 pair £23.26

2600004
(old code 2600.004)

uvex K4
For high noise areas. Easily adjustable, 

padded headband and extra-soft memory 
foam ear cushions. High attenuation earmuff. 

35 1 20 1 pair £33.82

2600214
uvex K2P (mechanical connection)
Dielectric muffs for uvex pheos visor 

system and pheos arc flash visor system.
30 1 20 1 pair £18.97

2600215
uvex K2P (magnetic connection)

Dielectric muffs for uvex pheos visor 
system and pheos arc flash visor system.

30 1 20 1 pair £25.09

2599971
(old code 2599.971)

uvex K series hygiene kit standard for use 
with uvex K1, uvex K1H 1 20 1 pair £3.75

2599972
(old code 2599.972)

uvex K series hygiene kit premium with 
memory foam for use with uvex K2, uvex 

K3 and uvex K2H
1 20 1 pair £5.44

2599978
(old code 2599.978)

uvex K series comfort pads for use 
with all uvex K series models

5 pairs 
per bag 20 5 pairs £3.75

Hearing Protection
Muffs and ear plug dispenser

NEW
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EN 388:2016
Modification to the standard for cut protection gloves

Protection classes for cut protection gloves were previously assigned in Europe in accordance with standard EN 388:2003.  
Due to the continuous development of technical materials – so-called ‘high-performance fibres’ – it has become necessary to 
adjust the methods used to test and classify these products. These changes have been implemented in standard EN 388:2016.

Test procedure in accordance with  
EN 388:2003 

Test procedure in accordance with  
EN 388:2016/ISO 13997

  Cut resistance test using the coup test
  Rotating circular knife moves back and forth at a constant 
force (5 newtons) on the test material and rotates counter 
to the movement
  The index value results from the number of cycles  required 
to the point at which the test piece is cut through, and from 
the degree of wear of the blade.
  Five measurements are performed in this way on each test 
piece. The average of the five index values confirms the 
corresponding performance class for the cut protection 
level of a safety glove.

   Relates to cut protection gloves made from materials that 
cause the blades to become blunt (i.e. glass and steel 
 fibres).
  Additional test procedure in accordance with ISO 13997: 
Determination of resistance of the glove to cutting by a 
sharp object through single contact under higher force
  Here, a long, straight blade is drawn once over the test 
piece. The minimum force required to cut through the test 
piece after 20 millimetres is determined in the process.
  The result is given in newtons (N) and assigned to a cut 
protection class.

Performance class 1 2 3 4 5

Index ≥ 1,2 ≥ 2,5 ≥ 5 ≥ 10 ≥ 20

Performance class A B C D E F

Newton value ≥ 2 ≥ 5 ≥ 10 ≥ 15 ≥ 22 ≥ 30

No correlation can be made between the two test proce-
dures and performance rating. The glove still offers the same 
high level of cut protection in practice; the only change is to 
the standard- based classification of its performance.

As a leading manufacturer of cut-protection products, we 
have state-of-the-art measurement technology for both 
standards in our own test laboratory, and are therefore 
available to answer any questions at any time.

For further information regarding the EN 388:2016 and  
EN ISO 374-1:2016 standards, see: 
www.uvex-safety.co.uk/EN388-cut-standard

Cut resistance in accordance with ISO (A to F)

Puncture resistance (0 to 4)

Tear resistance (0 to 4)

 Coup test cut resistance 
(0 to 5; X = not applicable or not tested)

Abrasion resistance (0 to 4)

4 X 3 2 D

EN 388
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Product  
Code Image Description Colour Standards Length/

cm Sizes Pairs Per 
Case

Min 
Order

RRP 
Per Pair

SelectToGo - Cut level 1 protection

60963

uvex unipur 6639 RD
Polyamide liner. PU coating.

Dry use.
red/
black EN388 (4131) 27 6 to 11 200 10 pairs £1.83

60967

uvex unilite 6605 RD
Nylon liner. Nitrile foam 
coating. Dry and slightly 

damp/ oily use.

red/
black EN388 (4122) 27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £2.98

60599

uvex unigrip PL 6628  RD
Polycotton liner. Latex coating. 

Dry, light oil and wet use.
red/
black EN388 (2142) 27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £1.67

SelectToGo - Cut level 3 protection

60966

uvex unidur 6649 foam OR
HPPE fibre liner. NBR foam 

coating. Dry and slighly damp/ 
oily use.

orange/
black EN388 (4343) 27 6 to 11 200 10 pairs £7.26

SelectToGo - Cut level 5 protection

60964
uvex unidur 6659 GR

HPPE and glass fibre liner. PU 
coating. Dry use.

green/
black EN388 (4542) 27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £10.40

60965

uvex unidur 6659 foam GR
HPPE and glass fibre liner. 

Nitrile foam coating. Dry and 
slightly damp/ oily use.

green/
black EN388 (4543) 27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £10.40

60600

uvex C500 XG
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE,  

glass, polyamide liner. HPE, 
Xtra Grip coating. Damp,  

wet and oily use.

green/
anthracite

EN388 (4542)
EN388:2016 

(4X42C)
27 7 to 11 80 10 pairs £17.25

Safety Gloves
SelectToGo - Cut protection made easy

uvex SelectToGo is a cost effective three colour coded glove range, based on the European Standard EN388:2003 cut 
resistance test, which offers a visual, simple and memorable system to help you and your employees choose the right 
glove for the job.

The three colour glove system:

Red - Warning!
Cut level 1: Low level cut protection, suitable for low risk jobs and available with 3 different coatings 
designed to offer the ideal grip in different workplace environments.

Amber - Be aware!
Cut level 3: Medium level cut protection, ideal for moderate levels of cut risk.

Green - Good to go!
Cut level 5: The highest level of cut protection, ideal for potentially hazardous jobs.  
Available with a range of coatings to offer the ideal grip in different workplace environments.

1

3

5
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Cut protection level C and D
Bamboo TwinFlex® technology –  
high-tech for added comfort

• robust and comfortable
• bamboo – environmentally friendly, renewable raw material
• cooling effect
• regular fit

Patented Bamboo TwinFlex® protection
Cut-resistant glass fibres and abrasion-resistant polyamide 
guarantee optimum mechanical protection. The use of steel fibres 
in combination with polyamide increases the cut protection to as 
high as level D.

Patented Bamboo TwinFlex® comfort 
Soft, comfortable bamboo yarn for a soft feel and perfect climate 
 control combined with resistant HPPE fibres for high tear 
resistance. The combination of bamboo yarn with innovative DSM 
Dyneema®  diamond fibres provides a further significant boost to 
tear and cut  resistance.

Bamboo TwinFlex® Technology 1

Cut protection level C Cut protection level D

D
ou

bl
e 

Fa
ce

 P
ri

nc
ip

le

Polyamide  
(abrasion resistance)

Glass fibres  
(cut protection)

High-grade HPPE fibres  
(tear resistance)

Steel fibres  
(cut protection)

DSM Dyneema® Diamond fibre2  

(cut resistance/tear resistance)

Bamboo 
(wearer comfort)

Polyamide  
(abrasion resistance)

Bamboo 
(wearer comfort)

e.g. uvex C500 und uvex C300 e.g. uvex D500 foam

1 Bamboo TwinFlex® technology is a registered brand of Uvex SAFETY Gloves GmbH & Co. KG., Germany. 
2 DSM Dyneema® Diamond is a registered trademark of Royal DSM N.V.

Safety Gloves
uvex Bamboo TwinFlex® technology
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Product  
Code Image Description Colour Standards Length

/cm Sizes Pairs Per 
Case

Min 
Order

RRP 
Per Pair

uvex D500 - Cut level D protection

60604

uvex D500 foam
Bamboo-rayon, Dyneema® Diamond, 

steel, polyamide liner. High Performance 
Elastomer (HPE) SoftGrip foam 

moisture-repellent coating. Very high cut 
protection (level D). Dry, slightly damp/oily 

working conditions. 

lime/
anthracite EN388 (4X42D) 27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £15.20

uvex C500 - Cut level C protection

60498

uvex C500 M foam
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 

liner. HPE, SoftGrip foam coating. 
Reinforced thumb crotch.
Dry, slightly wet/oily use

lime/black
anthracite

EN388:2016 
(4X42C) 27 7 to 11 80 10 pairs £13.95

60600

uvex C500 XG
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 

liner. HPE, Xtra Grip coating.
Damp, wet/oily use

lime/
anthracite

EN388 (4542)
EN388:2016 

(4X42C)
27 7 to 11 80 10 pairs £17.25

60494

uvex C500 foam
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 

liner. HPE SoftGrip foam
coating. Dry use

lime/
anthracite

EN388 (4542)
EN388:2016 

(4X42C) 
EN407 (X1XXXX)

27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £14.01

60492

uvex C500 wet
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 

liner. HPE coating.
Dry/Wet use

lime/
anthracite

EN388 (4542) 
EN388:2016 

(4X42C)
EN407 (X1XXXX)

27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £13.43

60496

uvex C500 wet plus 
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 

liner. 3/4 HPE coating. 
Dry/Wet use

lime/
anthracite

EN388 (4542)
EN388:2016 

(4X42C)
EN407 (X1XXXX)

27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £17.10

60499
uvex C500 dry

Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 
liner. HPV grip nubs. Dry use

lime/
anthracite

EN388 (254X)
EN388:2016 

(XX4XC)
27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £13.43

60497
uvex C500 uncoated glove.

Underglove. Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, 
polyamide liner. No coating. Dry use

lime/
anthracite

EN388 (254X)
EN388:2016 

(1X4XC)
27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £11.92

60491 uvex C500 sleeve
Increased arm protection. Dry use

lime/
anthracite

EN388 (254X)
EN388:2016 

(2X4XC)
40 M, L 10 1 sleeve £13.07

each

uvex C300 - Cut level 3 protection

60544

uvex C300 foam
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 

liner. HPE, SoftGrip foam 
coating. Dry use

anthracite
EN388 (4342)
EN388:2016 

(3X42C)
27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £11.61

60542
uvex C300 wet

Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 
liner. HPE coating. Dry/Wet use

anthracite
EN388 (4342)
EN388:2016 

(4X42C)
27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £11.39

60546

uvex C300 wet plus
Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 

liner. 3/4 HPE coating. 
Dry/Wet use

anthracite
EN388 (4342) 
EN388:2016 

(4X42C)
27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £12.44

60549
uvex C300 dry

Bamboo-rayon, HPPE, glass, polyamide 
liner. HPV grip nubs. Dry use

anthracite
EN388 (234X)
EN388:2016 

(XX4XC)
27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £11.14

Safety Gloves
Cut protection gloves

NEW
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Product  
Code Image Description Colour Standards Length/

cm Sizes Pairs Per 
Case

Min 
Order

RRP 
Per Pair

uvex unidur 

60969

uvex unidur 6679 foam
HPPE, steel, nylon, elastane. Nitrile foam 
coating. Cut level D protection. Dry and 

slightly damp use

grey/black EN388:2016 
(4X44D) 25 6 to 11 200 10 pairs £11.95

60314
uvex unidur 6643

HPPE fibre, polyamide, elastane. Nitrile 
coating. Wet use

mottled 
grey/black

EN388 (4344)
EN388:2016 

(4344B)
25 7 to 10 200 10 pairs £10.09

60210
uvex unidur 6641

HPPE fibre, elastane PU coating. 
Dry use

white/grey
EN388 (4343)
EN388:2016 

(4343B)
25 6 to 10 200 10 pairs £10.09

6613
uvex unidur 6613

HPPE fibre, elastane -3 finger precision 
grip. PU coating. Dry use

white/grey EN388 (4343)** 25 7 to 10 200 10 pairs £11.34

60933

uvex unidur 6655 HV 
HPPE, glass, nylon liner. NBR with grip 

finish coating. Cut 5 protection. 
Dry/Damp and Oily use

yellow EN388 (4543) 25 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £9.35

60934

uvex unidur 6655F HV 
NBR with grip finish coating. Fully coated. 
HPPE, glass, nylon liner.  Cut 5 protection. 

Dry/Damp and Oily use

yellow EN388 (4543) 25 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £10.40

Safety Gloves
Cut protection, heat protection and ESD gloves

**Excludes where fingers are open

Heat Protection

60179

uvex k-basic extra 6658
100% Kevlar®, cotton lining inside. 

Suitable for
handling up to 250˚C.
Cut level 3 protection

yellow EN388 (134X) 30 8, 10, 12 50 10 pairs £19.66

60213
uvex NK2722

Cotton/Kevlar® liner. Nitrile coating. 
Heat protection

orange
EN388 (3243)

EN 407 
(X1XXXX)

27 9, 10 50 10 pairs £21.70

60202

uvex NK4022
Cotton/Kevlar® liner. Nitrile coating. 

Extra long.  
Heat protection

orange
EN388 (3243)

EN 407 
(X1XXXX)

40 9, 10 40 10 pairs £34.45

Cold Protection

60593

uvex unilite thermo
 Acrylic/new wool (inner),

polyamide/elastane (outer) liner. Flexible 
polymer coating. Cold use

black

EN388:2016 
(3131X)

EN511 (010)
Food standard 

approved

27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £5.54

60592

uvex unilite thermo plus
Acrylic/new wool (inner), polyamide/

elastane (outer) liner. 3/4 flexible 
polymer coating. Cold use

black
EN388:2016 

(3131X)
EN511 (010)

27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £5.85

60591
(coming soon)

uvex unilite thermo plus Cut C
Acrylic (inner), glass/polyamide (outer).
Combines protection against thermal 

risks (cold) with cut protection Level C.
3/4 flexible polymer coating.

black/lime
EN388:2016 

(3X42C)
EN511 (02X)

27 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £11.50

Electrostatic

60556

uvex unipur carbon
Antistatic safety glove for use with 
electronic components. Polyamide, 

carbon liner with carbon micro-dots and 
fingertips with thin elastomer coating. 

Dry use

grey/black/
white

EN388:2016 
(2131X)

EN16350:2014
25 6 to 10 200 10 pairs £3.85

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Product  
Code Image Description Colour Standards Length/

cm Sizes Pairs Per 
Case

Min 
Order

RRP 
Per Pair

uvex athletic

60027

uvex athletic lite
Polyamide/elastane liner. NBR microfoam 

coating. Dry/Slightly Damp use

blue/
anthracite

EN388:2016 
(4132X) 27 6-11 100 10 pairs £2.80

60028

uvex athletic allround
Polyamide/elastane liner. NBR foam 

coating. Dry/Slightly Damp use

grey/
anthracite

EN388:2016 
(4122X) 27 6-11 100 10 pairs £2.70

uvex unipur

60944
uvex unipur 6631

Polyamide liner. PU coating. Dry/Slightly 
Damp use

grey/grey EN388 (4141) 25 6 to 10 200 10 pairs £2.36

60321 uvex unipur 6634
Nylon liner. Nitrile coating. Wet use grey/black EN388 (4133) 25 7 to 10 200 10 pairs £2.56

uvex unilite

60585
uvex unilite 7700

Polyamide, Elastane liner. Nitrile/PU 
coating. Dry/Oily use

grey/black EN388 (4131) 27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £2.77

60573
uvex unilite 6605

Nylon liner. Nitrile foam coating. Dry/
Slightly Damp use

black/ 
black

EN388 (4121)
EN388:2016

(4122X)
27 7 to 10 200 10 pairs £2.98

Classic range

60599
uvex unigrip PL 6628

Polycotton liner. Latex coated. 
Dry/Wet use

red/black EN388 (2142) 27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £1.67

60248 uvex unipur 6639
Polyamide liner. PU coating. Dry use black EN388 (4131) 27 6 to 11 200 10 pairs £1.15

60516
uvex unidur 6649

HPPE, Polyamide, Elastane liner. PU 
coated. Dry/Slightly Damp use

mottled 
blue/grey

EN388 (4342)
EN388:2016 

(4342B)
27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £5.85

60588
uvex unidur 6659

HPPE liner with glass fibre. PU coated. 
Cut 5 protection. Dry use

grey/
black EN388 (4541) 27 7 to 11 200 10 pairs £8.31

60938

uvex unidur 6659 foam
HPPE, Glass, Polyamide liner. Nitrile 
foam coating. Cut 5 protection. Dry/

Slightly Damp/Oily use

mottled 
grey/
black

EN388 (4543)
EN388:2016 

(4X43C)
27 6 to 11 200 10 pairs £8.31

 uvex profi

60208
uvex profi XG20

Cotton liner. Fully coated Nitrile base. 
Extra grip. Oily/Dry use

yellow/
black EN388 (3121) 27 7 to 10 80 10 pairs £5.65

60558
uvex profi XG20A

Cotton liner. 3/4 coated Nitrile base. 
Extra grip. Oil/Dry use

yellow/
black EN388 (3121) 27 7 to 10 80 10 pairs £4.87

60147 uvex profi ergo ENB20A
Cotton liner. Nitrile coating. Dry/Wet use

white/
orange

EN388 (2121) 
Food standard 

approved
27 6 to 10 100 10 pairs £4.81

60148
uvex profi ergo ENB20

Cotton liner. Full Nitrile coating. Wet/
Oily use

white/
orange

EN388 (2121) 
Food standard 

approved
27 6 to 10 100 10 pairs £6.07

uvex rubipor ergo

60316
uvex rubipor XS5001B

Cotton stretch liner. Lightweight Nitrile 
impregnation. Dry use

white/blue EN388 (0121) 27 6 to 10 100 10 pairs £3.92

uvex rubiflex

89636
uvex rubiflex NB27

Cotton liner. Full Nitrile coating. Dry/
Wet use

orange
EN388 (3111) 

Food standard 
approved

27 7 to 10 100 10 pairs £6.38

Safety Gloves
General handling gloves

NEW

NEW
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uvex phynomic
Perfection in  
3 dimensions

1. Perfect fit 

3D ergo technology – precision all the way to 
the fingertips

Ergonomic solution for every wearer with up to 8 
perfectly coordinated sizes.

The advantages for the wearer:

•  the glove fits like a second skin

•  natural touch

• maximum flexibility for fatigue-free work

2. Optimum functionality 

Coatings perfectly adapted to the application 
at hand

• for dry areas: 
aqua-polymer waterproofing

• for dry and slightly damp areas:  
aqua-polymer foam coating 

• for humid and oily areas:  
aqua-polymer xtra grip foam coating

• for wet and oily areas:  
aqua-polymer pro coating

3. Skin safe – product safe   

Enhanced skin care and product protection

Health protection:

• no skin irritation

• dermatologically approved*

• certified in accordance with OEKO-TEX® 
Standard 100 

• free from harmful solvents (DMF, TEA)

• free from allergenic substances 

Product protection:

• silicone-free according to imprint test 

• suitable for sensitive surfaces

• does not leave any traces/marks

• certified for food processes**

*    The uvex phynomic series was clinically tested by the  proDERM® Institute for Applied  Dermatological  Research (Hamburg, Germany). The extremely good skin tolerability 
of uvex phynomic safety gloves has been dermatologically tested (proDERM® studies: 11.0356-02, 11.0482-11, 13.0202-02, 15.0188-02, 15.0219-11). 
Detailed information on the award criteria applied by the certification bodies OEKO-TEX®, proDERM and Top100 can be found at: www.uvex-safety.co.uk/certificates

**  Models uvex phynomic lite
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Product  
Code Image Description Colour Standards Length/

cm Sizes Pairs Per 
Case

Min 
Order

RRP 
Per Pair

uvex phynomic  (Suitable for the most allergy sensitive glove wearers. Free from harmful solvents and allergenic substances.  
Dermatologically tested and approved)

60049
uvex phynomic allround
Polyamide, Elastane liner.

Aqua-polymer foam coating. Dry use
grey/black EN388:2016 

(3131X) 25 5 to 12 100 10 pairs £3.08

60040

uvex phynomic lite
Polyamide, Elastane liner. Aqua-polymer 
impregnation. High levels of breathability. 

Dry use. Touch screens compatible

grey/grey
EN388:2016 (2121X)

Food standard 
approved

25 5 to 12 100 10 pairs £3.66

60058
(While stocks last)

uvex phynomic ESD
Polyamide, Elastane, Carbon liner. 

Conductive aqua-polymer impregnation.  
Electrostatic properties

grey/grey EN388 (2121) 
EN16350 25 5 to 12 100 10 pairs £4.45

60054

uvex phynomic x-foam HV
Polyamide, Elastane liner. Aqua-polymer 

coating. Perforated seams along the base 
of each finger. Dry use

orange/
grey

EN388:2016
(31X1X) 25 6 to 12 100 10 pairs £5.33

60050
uvex phynomic foam

Polyamide, Elastane liner. Aqua-polymer 
coating. Dry use

grey/white
EN388:2016 (3121X)

Food standard 
approved

25 5 to 12 100 10 pairs £3.81

60080

uvex phynomic C3
Polyamide, Elastane, HPPE, Glass liner. 

Aqua-polymer foam coating. Dry/Slightly 
damp use.

sky blue/
grey

EN388:2016 
(4X43B)

Food standard 
approved

25 6 to 12 100 10 pairs £10.40

60081

uvex phynomic C5
Dyneema® Diamond Technology, 

polyamide, elasthan liner. Aqua-polymer 
foam coating. Dry and slightly damp 

areas.

blue/grey

EN388:2016 
(4X42C) 

Food standard 
approved

25 6 to 12 100 10 pairs £11.27

60060
uvex phynomic wet

Polyamide, Elastane liner. Aqua-polymer 
coating. Wet/Oily use

blue/black EN388:2016 
(3131X) 25 6 to 12 100 10 pairs £4.08

60061
uvex phynomic wet plus

Polyamide, Elastane liner. Aqua-polymer 
coating. Wet/Oily use

blue/black EN388:2016 
(3131X) 25 6 to 12 100 10 pairs £4.45

60062

uvex phynomic pro
Bamboo and polyamide/elastane
liner. Aqua-polymer-pro coating.  

Wet/Oily use
blue/black EN388:2016 

(2121X) 25 6 to 12 100 10 pairs £4.34

60070
uvex phynomic XG

 Polyamide, Elastane liner. Aqua-polymer 
Xtra Grip foam coating. Wet/Oily use

black/grey EN388:2016 
(4121X) 25 6 to 12 100 10 pairs £4.13

Safety Gloves
General handling gloves
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0197 Made in Germany

7

RUBIFLEX XG35B

3121X

EN 388:2016 EN ISO 374-1:
2016/Type A

JKNOPT
Oeko-Tex Standard

EN ISO 374-1:2016
Modification to the Standard for chemical safety gloves

Chemical safety gloves must meet the requirements of European standard EN ISO 374-1. This standard has undergone 
fundamental changes in terms of certification.

Part 1 (Terminology and performance requirements for 
chemical risks) contains important modifications:

  Expansion of test chemicals from 12 to 18
  Omission of beaker glass for “water-resistant safety glove 
with low protection against chemical risks”
  Standardisation of types of gloves into type A, B or C
  Modification to labelling on the product:  
Pictogram of Erlenmeyer flask with differing number of let-
ters for test chemicals depending on type

New labelling of safety glove:

Permeation resistance of 
type A: 
at least 30 minutes each with 
at least 6 test chemicals.

Permeation resistance of 
type B: 
at least 30 minutes each with 
at least 3 test chemicals. 

Permeation resistance of 
type C: 
at least 10 minutes each 
with at least 1 test chemical.

Letter 
 symbol

Test chemical CAS no. Class 

EX
IS

TI
N

G

A Methanol 67-56-1 Primary alcohol

B Acetone 67-64-1 Ketone

C Acetonitrile 75-05-8 Nitrile

D Dichloromethane 75-09-2 Chlorinated hydrocarbon

E Carbon disulphide 75-15-0 Sulphur-containing organic compound

F Toluene 108-88-3 Aromatic hydrocarbon

G Diethylamine 109-89-7 Amine

H Tetrahydrofuran 109-99-9 Heterocyclic and ether compounds

I Ethyl acetate 141-78-6 Ester

J n-heptane 142-82-5 Aliphatic hydrocarbon

K Sodium hydroxide, 40% 1310-73-2 Inorganic base

L Sulphuric acid, 96% 7664-93-9 Inorganic acid, oxidising

N
EW

M Nitric acid, 65% 7697-37-2 Inorganic acid, oxidising

N Acetic acid, 99% 64-19-7 Organic acid

O Ammonia water, 25% 1336-21-6 Organic base

P Hydrogen peroxide, 30% 7722-84-1 Peroxide

S Hydrofluoric acid, 40% 7664-39-3 Inorganic acid

T Formaldehyde, 37% 50-00-0 Aldehyde

Expansion of test chemicals:  
The test catalogue has been expanded in accordance with 
the new standard.

As before, the application guidance of the manufacturer is 
of great importance. The specific protection requirement 
must be determined as part of a risk assessment of the 
 actual works process taking account of the specific 
application conditions. A designated safety professional 
must define the individual requirements and secure 
conformation of the specific protection levels of the safety 
gloves from the manufacturer’s data sheets.

With the uvex Chemical Expert System, uvex provides a 
multilingual, online platform to search for individual 
permeation times. In addition, experienced staff are available 
 on-site and in the centre of expertise for safety gloves in 
Lüneburg to provide advice on all questions relating to  safety 
gloves for protection against chemical risks.

Labelling on the glove Permeation

1 Name of the manufacturer

2 Glove Product Name

3 Performance classes, mechanical

4 CE conformity mark

5 No. of Test Institute

6 Letters symbolise test chemicals against 
which the glove has a protection index of 
at least class 2.

7 Pictogram with designation of standard

8 Note enclosed instructions for use

9 Glove size

Permeation refers to molecular 
penetration through the safety 
glove material. The time required 
by the chemicals to permeate, 
determines the performance 
class in accordance with EN ISO 
374-1. The actual period of 
protection at the workplace may 
vary depending on real-time 
process factors.

Your uvex account manager will be happy to provide advice.

Time measured 
to penetration

Protection index 

> 10 min Class 1

> 30 min Class 2

> 60 min Class 3

> 120 min Class 4

> 240 min Class 5

> 480 min Class 6

J K L M N O

EN ISO 374-1:2016/Type A

J K L

EN ISO 374-1:2016/Type B EN ISO 374-1:2016/Type C

9

1

2

3

54

78

6
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Product  
Code Image Description Colour Standards Length/

cm Sizes Pairs Per 
Case

Min 
Order

RRP 
Per Pair

uvex u-chem

60961

uvex u-chem 3000 
Cotton liner. NBR coating. 

Oil use.
green

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (AJKLOT)

EN388:2016 (4131X)
EN407: (X1XXXX)

35 8 to 11 80 10 pairs £6.47

60968

uvex u-chem 3100
Cotton liner. NBR coating. 
Very good grip in wet/oily 

conditions.

black
EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (AJKLMO)

EN388:2016(4121X)
30 8 to 10 80 10 pairs £7.10

60972

uvex u-chem 3200
Knitted Nylon liner. NBR 

coating. Very good grip in wet/
greasy/oily conditions.

petrol, 
black

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKLMOT) 

EN 388:2016 
(3131X)

35 7 to 11 80 10 pairs £6.15

60971
(coming soon)

uvex u-chem 3300
The bamboo fibre liner is kind 
to skin and is comfortable to 
wear even for long periods.

blue

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKLOPT) 

EN 388:2016 
(2121X)

32 7 to 11 100 10 pairs £6.00

uvex disposables

60596
uvex u-fit

NBR glove, 0.10 mm thickness. 
Powder free

blue EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type B (KPT) 24cm S to XL 1000 

gloves
1000 

gloves
£8.36  

per 100

60962

uvex u-fit strong N2000
NBR glove, 0.20 mm 

thickness. 
Powder free

blue EN ISO 374-3:
2016 / Type A (JKL) 28cm S to XL 50

gloves
50

gloves
£13.50  
per 50

60962

uvex u-fit strong N2000
NBR glove, 0.20 mm 

thickness. 
Powder free

blue EN ISO 374-3:
2016 / Type A (JKL) 28cm XXL 45 

gloves
45

gloves
£13.50 
per 45

Safety Gloves
Chemical gloves

uvex Chemical Expert System
The right protective glove is just a few clicks away

The uvex Chemical Expert System is an extensive chemical database. It allows you,  
the user, to create individual permeation lists or receive advice from our experts. 

In just a few clicks, the uvex Chemical Expert System guides you to the right  
chemical protection glove for your specific requirements.

Advantages of the uvex Chemical Expert System:
• Extensive database of tested chemicals
• Easy access to permeation lists
• Simple selection of chemical protection gloves
• Personal login with a range of premium functions
• Direct contact with uvex experts
• User specification creation to permeation lists

For more information about this service, please contact the Customer  
Services Team. Details can be found at the front of this price list.

To order visit: https://ces.uvex.de

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Safety Gloves
Chemical gloves

Product  
Code Image Description Colour Standards Length/

cm Sizes Pairs Per 
Case

Min 
Order

RRP 
Per Pair

uvex rubiflex S

60271
uvex rubiflex S NB27B

Cotton liner. Nitrile coating. 
Increased dexterity. Oil use

blue

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKNOPT)

EN388 (2111)
Food standard 

approved

27 8 to 11 80 10 pairs £7.63

60224
uvex rubiflex S NB35B

Cotton liner. Nitrile coating. 
Increased dexterity. Oil use

blue

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKNOPT)

EN388 (2111)
Food standard 

approved

35 8 to 11 80 10 pairs £8.19

98891
uvex rubiflex S NB35S

Cotton liner. Nitrile coating. 
Oil use

green
EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKNOPT)

EN388 (2121)
35 9 to 11 60 10 pairs £10.92

98902
uvex rubiflex S NB40S

Cotton liner. Nitrile coating. 
Oil use

green
EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKNOPT)

EN388 (2121)
40 9 to 11 60 10 pairs £12.50

89647
uvex rubiflex S NB60S

Cotton liner. Nitrile coating. 
Extra long. Oil use

green
EN ISO 374-1:2016/

Type B (JKOPT)
EN388 (2121)

60 9 to 11 60 10 pairs £25.14

89651
uvex rubiflex SZ NB60SZ
Cotton liner. Nitrile coating. 

Elasticated cuff. Oil use
green

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type B (JKOPT)

EN388 (2121)
60 9 to 11 60 10 pairs £31.34

uvex rubiflex XG

60560
uvex rubiflex S XG27B 

Cotton liner. Nitrile/XtraGrip
coating. Oil use.

blue /
black

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKNOPT)

EN388 (3121)
27 8 to 11 80 10 pairs £8.10

60557
uvex rubiflex S XG35B

Cotton liner. Nitrile/XtraGrip
coating. Oil use.

blue /
black

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKNOPT)

EN388 (3121)
35 8 to 11 80 10 pairs £8.73

uvex profastrong

60122
uvex profastrong NF33

Nitrile glove. Cotton flock.  
Increased dexterity

green

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (AJKLOT)

EN388 (4101)
Food standard 

approved

33 7 to 10 144 12 pairs £2.14

uvex profapren

60119

uvex profapren CF33
High-quality polychloroprene 

safety glove. Silicone-free. 
Cotton flocked liner

black
EN388 (3131)

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (AKLMNO)

33 7 to 10 60 10 pairs £3.14

uvex profabutyl

60949
uvex profabutyl B-05R
Butyl glove for high risk 

applications
black

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (ABIKLP)

EN388 (2010)
35 9 to 11 1 1 pair £40.88

uvex profaviton

60957
uvex profaviton BV-06
Viton glove. For high risk 

applications
black

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (AFKLMN)

EN 388 (3111)
35 9 to 11 1 1 pair £106.59

uvex protector chemical

60535
uvex protector NK2725B

Multi-layer chemical glove with 
cut 5 protection

blue

EN ISO 374-1:2016/
Type A (JKNOPT)

EN388:2016 
(4X44C)

27 9, 10 50 1 pair £39.11
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REVOLUTIONARY  
CUT, PUNCTURE, NEEDLESTICK 
PERFORMANCE

Preventing life-changing injuries
HexArmor® products made with SuperFabric® brand material protect against the most dangerous hazards 
encountered on the job – blades, wire, metal, glass, and needles – preventing life-changing injuries and saving 
companies millions in expenses and downtime. The configuration of tiny guard plates block and deflect hazards 
without sacrificing dexterity.  Impacts come in all forms, shapes and sizes in the workplace and HexArmor’s 
patented IR-X® Impact Exoskeleton™ is proved to reduce the number and effects of impact injuries. 
To find out more about the HexArmor® range of products visit www.hexarmor.eu 

47

Please refer to our separate pricelist for further information
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58 6930.2 42

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 HRO SRC 07/16
country of origin: ITALY

Safety Footwear
Standards · Labels

Basic requirements/additional requirements/categories e.g. for leather shoes Safety footwear
EN ISO 20345

Occupational footwear
EN ISO 20347

Basic requirements for shoes and impact  resistance of toecaps SB 
200 Joule

OB  
No requirement

Additional requirements:
Closed seat region
Antistatic properties
Energy absorption of seat region 
Fuel  resistance

S1
O1 

(without  resistance  
to fuels)

Additional requirements: as above, plus water penetration and absorption S2 O2

Additional requirements: as above, plus
Penetration resistance*
Cleated outsole

S3 O3

Basic requirements/additional requirements/categories  
e.g. for shoes made from PVC or PU

Basic requirements for shoes and impact  resistance of toecaps SB  
200 Joule

OB  
No requirement

Additional requirements:
Antistatic properties
Energy absorption of seat region 
Fuel  resistance
Penetration resistance*
Cleated outsole

S5 O5

The choice of a particular shoe depends on the type of occupational risk. As with all footwear,  additional requirements may exist (e.g. in terms of 
heat and cold insulation,  penetration resistance or electrical resistance via ESD). These shoes are then marked accordingly.
The testing principles for all basic and  additional  requirements are specified in EN ISO 20344.

CE symbol

Size

Article number

Date of manufacture

Manufacturer’s  identification mark 

Manufacturer’s type designation

Number of European standard

Labelling

Footwear symbols for industrial usage

One of the three following requirements must be met and labelled in the shoe.

Label Characteristics tested Test conditions Friction coefficient

SRA Slip resistance on ceramic tile floors with sodium lauryl sulfate 
 solution (SLS)

Forward slip of the heel
Forward slip on a flat surface

No less than 0.28
No less than 0.32

SRB Slip resistance on steel floors with glycerol Forward slip of the heel
Forward slip on a flat surface No less than 0.13

No less than 0.18

SRC Slip resistance on ceramic tile floors with sodium lauryl sulfate 
 solution and on steel floors with glycerol

Includes all test conditions cited  
under a. and b.

Symbol for protection
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Safety Footwear
uvex multiple fit system

uvex multiple fit system

As a German company with European manufacturing plants, 
our footwear is produced using European sizing. There is 
nothing in the European standard that stipulates sizing which 
is why people may find they are different sizes depending on 
the brand. 

To help you select the right size, we have converted the 
European sizes into the UK equivalent however, to ensure a 
more accurate fit, please measure your foot as described to 
the right and refer to the table. 

As part of the safety footwear multiple fit system, a footwear 
style is  offered in the same size but in a range of different fits. 
The different fits are based on the measurement of the widest 
part of the foot. A measurement can be taken of either the 
circumference of the foot at the base joint of the big toe and 
the base joint of the little toe or alternatively the width of the 
foot at this point (see opposite).
 
The classification of sizes and the corresponding values are 
detailed in the table below (all measurements in mm):

Base joint of the big toe

Anatomical circumference of the foot

Base joint of the little toe

uvex 
shoe size

UK 
shoe size

Foot length in mm 
(Mondopoint)

Width 10 
circumference

(available on request)

Width 11 
circumference

(standard stock item)

Width 12 
circumference

(select styles currently 
in stock)

Width 14 
circumference

(available on request)

35 3 217 216.5 222.5 228.5 240.5

36 3.5 225 221 227 223 245

37 4 232 225.5 231.5 237.5 249.5

38 5 240 230 236 242 254

39 6 247 234.5 240.5 246.5 258.5

40 6.5 255 239 245 251 263

41 7 262 243.5 249.5 255.5 267.5

42 8 270 248 254 260 272

43 9 277 252.5 258.5 264.5 276.5

44 10 285 257 263 269 281

45 10.5 292 261.5 267.5 273.5 285.5

46 11 300 266 272 278 290

47 12 307 270.5 276.5 282.5 294.5

48 13 315 275 281 287 299

49 14 322 279.5 285.5 291.5 303.5

50 14.5 330 284 290 296 308

51 15 337 288.5 294.5 300.5 312.5

52 16 345 293 299 305 317

All measurements in mm.
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Next
      Level
Equipment

Safety Footwear
uvex  1

Lightweight construction. 
Reduced fatigue.

A lower weight reduces the strain 
on the body and also reduces risk 
of injury and wear. This is 
guaranteed by the consistent 
lightweight design principle of 
uvex 1 safety shoes. Feel the 
benefit every single day with the 
lightest uvex shoe in its class.

100% more shock absorption. 
Comfort in 3 dimensions.

The uvex 1 multilayer shock 
absorption system comprising a 
double-layered uvex 1 PU outsole 
and comfort insole. Additional 
shock absorption in the heel and 
the front of the foot helps protect 
the musculoskeletal system. The 
energy absorption in the heel is 
twice that required by EN ISO 
20345. Pure walking comfort.

Outstanding flexibility. 
Optimum wearer comfort.

The ergonomically design of the 
 outsole supports the natural 
movement and flexibility of the foot

Outstanding stability. 
Reliable support and safety.

External visible heel basket 
integrated in the sole ensures 
stability, sure-footedness and 
additional protection. The 
‘x-tended’ support model offers 
additional sideways support and 
enhanced protection against 
ankle twisting and impact. Both 
sole versions securely enclose 
the foot, without limiting flexibility. 

uvex monoskin shaft design. 
Pressure-free, comfortable fit.

The completely metal-free uvex 
monoskin upper shaft made from 
hightech microfibre ensures 
outstanding wearer comfort 
without pressure points and offers 
extended product life due to 
virtually seamless manufacturing.

Compact anatomical shape with 
good side and ankle twist stability

Jointed insert for climbing 
ladders securely

ergonomically designed sole made 
from dual density polyurethane with 
excellent slip resistance

Pivot point eases turning when 
standing

High abrasion-resistant PU sections 
 ensure secure stepping and rolling of the 
foot, which helps prevent accidents

1
2
3
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Safety Footwear
uvex  1

Product Code Image Description Colour Standards Size 
Range

RRP 
Per Pair 

uvex 1 - Need a different width? See uvex 1 insoles on page 58 for optimum fit. Width 10 (to reduce room) or width 12 (to increase room)

85162
(width 11)

85163
(width 12)

Multi-purpose safety trainer with increased anti-twist 
protection. Metal free penetration resistant midsole 
and toe cap. Made with synthetic materials. Elastic 
laces. Outsole is resistant to temperatures up to 

+120°C. Now in two width fittings, 11 and 12.

 black/red 
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S3 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 52
(3 to 16) £89.13

85172
(width 11)

85173
(width 12)

Multi-purpose safety boot with increased anti-twist 
protection. Standard laces. Metal free penetration 
resistant midsole and toe cap. Made with synthetic 
materials. Outsole is resistant to temperatures up to 

+120°C. Now in two width fittings, 11 and 12.

black/red
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S3 SRC.
 ESD rated

35 to 52  
(3 to 16) £92.79                                                                                                    

85118

Multi-purpose perforated safety trainer with increased 
anti-twist protection. Metal free toe cap. Made with 
synthetic materials. Elastic laces for quick, individual 
adjustment. Outsole is resistant to temperatures up 

to +120°C

black/grey
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £82.28

85128

Multi-purpose perforated safety trainer with increased 
anti-twist protection. Metal free toe cap.  

Made with synthetic materials. Elastic laces for 
quick, individual adjustment. Outsole is resistant to 

temperatures up to +120°C

black/red
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £82.28

85318

Multi-purpose perforated trainer ideal for warmer 
environments or those with hot feet. Standard 
laces. Metal free toe cap. Made with synthetic 

materials. Outsole is resistant to temperatures up 
to +120°C

blue/blue
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £82.28

85328

Multi-purpose perforated boot ideal for warmer 
environments or those with hot feet. Standard 
laces. Metal free toe cap. Made with synthetic 

materials. Outsole is resistant to temperatures up 
to +120°C

blue/blue
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £85.47

85448

Multi-purpose safety trainer. Metal free toe cap. 
Made with synthetic materials. Elastic laces for 
quick, individual adjustment. Outsole is resistant  

to temperatures up to +120°C

black/lime
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S2 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £82.28

85458
Multi-purpose safety boot. Standard laces. Metal 

free toe cap. Made with synthetic materials. 
Outsole is resistant to temperatures up to +120°C

black/lime
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S2 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £86.67

85532
(While stocks last)

Multi-purpose safety shoe with a soft,
water-repellent leather upper. Elastic laces for 

quick adjustment. Metal free penetration resistant 
midsole and toe cap. No thermal conductivity and 

anti-magnetic properties.

 black 
EN ISO 20345:2011

S3 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 52 
(3 to 16) £94.08

85542
(While stocks last)

Multi-purpose safety boot with a soft, 
water-repellent leather upper.  

Metal free penetration resistant midsole and 
toe cap. No thermal conductivity  

and anti-magnetic properties. 

 black 
EN ISO 20345:2011

S3 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 52 
(3 to 16) £99.01

85522
(Coming Soon)

Multi-purpose safety shoe with a soft,
water-repellent leather upper. Elastic laces for 

quick adjustment. Metal free penetration resistant 
midsole and toe cap. No thermal conductivity and 

anti-magnetic properties.

 black/
blue 

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52 
(3 to 16) £94.95

85552
(Coming Soon)

Multi-purpose safety boot with a soft, 
water-repellent leather upper.  

Metal free penetration resistant midsole and 
toe cap. No thermal conductivity  

and anti-magnetic properties.

 black/
blue 

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52 
(3 to 16) £99.95

NEW

NEW

Suitable for people allergic to chrome.
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Safety Footwear
Ladies footwear

Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP 
Per Pair

uvex 1  Designed and produced specifically for the contours of the female foot. Made with a female last 
Need a different width? See uvex 1 insoles on page 58 for optimum fit. Width 10 (to reduce room) or width 12 (to increase room)

85618

Multi-purpose perforated safety trainer.  
Designed for the contours of the female foot. 

Metal free toe cap. Made with synthetic materials. 
Elastic laces. Outsole is resistant to temperatures 

up to +120°C

grey/pink
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 43
(3 to 9) £82.28

85628
Multi-purpose safety trainer. Designed for the 

contours of the female foot. Metal free toe cap. 
Made with synthetic materials. Elastic laces. 

Outsole is resistant to temperatures up to +120°C
grey/pink

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S2 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 43
(3 to 9) £82.28

85448

Multi-purpose safety trainer. Metal free toe cap. 
Designed for the contours of the female foot. 

Made with synthetic materials. Elastic laces for 
quick, individual adjustment. Outsole is resistant to 

temperatures up to +120°C

black/
yellow

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S2 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £82.28

85458
Multi-purpose safety boot. Metal free toe cap. 
Designed for the contours of the female foot. 

Made with synthetic materials. Outsole is resistant 
to temperatures up to +120°C

black/lime
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S2 SRC
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £86.67

85318

Multi-purpose perforated trainer. Designed for the 
contours of the female foot. Metal free toe cap. 
Made with synthetic materials. Elastic laces for 

quick, individual adjustment. Outsole is resistant to 
temperatures up to +120°C

blue/blue
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £82.28

85328
Multi-purpose perforated boot. Designed for the 
contours of the female foot. Metal free toe cap. 

Made with synthetic materials. Outsole is resistant 
to temperatures up to +120°C

blue/blue
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £85.47

85118

Multi-purpose perforated safety trainer with 
increased anti-twist protection. Designed for the 
contours of the female foot. Metal free toe cap. 
Made with synthetic materials. Elastic laces for 

quick, individual adjustment. Outsole is resistant to 
temperatures up to +120°C

black/grey
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £82.28

85128

Multi-purpose perforated safety trainer with 
increased anti-twist protection. Designed for the 
contours of the female foot. Metal free toe cap. 
Made with synthetic materials. Elastic laces for 

quick, individual adjustment. Outsole is resistant to 
temperatures up to +120°C.

black/red
EN ISO 20345:2011 

S1 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £82.28

85162
(width 11)

85163
(width 12)

Multi-purpose safety trainer with increased anti-
twist protection. Designed for the contours of 

the female foot. Metal free penetration resistant 
midsole and toe cap. Made with synthetic 

materials. Elastic laces. Outsole is resistant to 
temperatures up to +120°C. Now in two width 

fittings, 11 and 12.

 black/red 
EN ISO 20345:2011

S3 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £89.13

85172
(width 11)

85173
(width 12)

Multi-purpose safety boot with increased anti-
twist protection. Metal free penetration resistant 

midsole and toe cap. Made with synthetic 
materials. Outsole is resistant to temperatures up 

to +120°C. Now in two width fittings, 11 and 12.

black/red
EN ISO 20345:2011

S3 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £92.79

85532
(While stocks last)

Multi-purpose safety shoe with a soft,
water-repellent leather upper. Elastic laces for 

quick adjustment. Metal free penetration resistant 
midsole and toe cap. No thermal conductivity and 

anti-magnetic properties.

 black 
EN ISO 20345:2011

S3 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5) £94.08

85542
(While stocks last)

Multi-purpose safety boot with a soft, 
water-repellent leather upper.  

Metal free penetration resistant midsole and 
toe cap. No thermal conductivity  

and anti-magnetic properties. 

 black 
EN ISO 20345:2011

S3 SRC.
ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5)    £99.01

85522
(Coming Soon)

Multi-purpose safety shoe with a soft,
water-repellent leather upper. Elastic laces for 

quick adjustment. Metal free penetration resistant 
midsole and toe cap. No thermal conductivity and 

anti-magnetic properties. 2

 black/
blue 

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5)    £94.95

85552
(Coming Soon)

Multi-purpose safety boot with a soft, 
water-repellent leather upper.  

Metal free penetration resistant midsole and 
toe cap. No thermal conductivity  

and anti-magnetic properties. 

 black/
blue 

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 40
(3 to 6.5)    £99.95

uvex tune-up

NEW

NEW

Suitable for people allergic to chrome.
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Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size 
Range

RRP 
Per Pair 

uvex tune-up

NEW
95281

Antistatic insole designed for low arch support.
Certified for use in the uvex 1 and uvex 2 safety 

footwear ranges.  
blue/black n/a

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£19.95

NEW
95282

Antistatic insole designed for medium arch 
support. Certified for use in the uvex 1 and uvex 2 

safety footwear ranges.  
grey/black n/a

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£19.95 

NEW
95283

Antistatic insole designed for high arch support.
Certified for use in the uvex 1 and uvex 2 safety 

footwear ranges.  

orange/
black

n/a
35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£19.95 

uvex tune-up
Arch support insoles for uvex 1 and uvex 2

Safety Footwear
uvex 1 and 2 insoles

LOW

Art.No: 95281 
Sizes: 35-52

MEDIUM

Art.No: 95282 
Sizes: 35-52

HIGH

Art.No: 95283 
Sizes: 35-52

• Three different arch support versions: high, medium and low
• Very good cushioning for comfort underfoot
• Reduces symptoms of fatigue
• Prevents pressure points
• Breathable fabric that absorbs moisture
• Antibacterial

• Antistatic
• Suitable for ESD footwear
• Machine washable at 30°C (delicate wash cycle)
• Certified for use in the following uvex safety shoes in 

accordance with EN ISO 20345:2011: uvex 1 and uvex 2

Antistatic insoles for use in safety footwear. Designed to increase wearer comfort by providing support for the arches of 
the feet, helping to reduce foot fatigue.
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Highly flexible and ultra lightweight
Enjoy unlimited freedom of movement, especially when kneeling, 
thanks to the flexible penetration resistant, metal-free midsole.
The uvex 2 range is one of the lightest safety footwear ranges for 
robust applications in its field.

Excellent stability
The directly moulded PU scuffcap ensures reliably protects the  upper 
and prevents wear and tear when kneeling. The externally visible heel 
basket system integrated into the sole ensures sure-footedness and 
additional ankle protection without impairing comfort.

uvex 2 PU/PU soles – Grip with Every Step
• Outdoor sole with excellent grip 

properties and shock absorption
• Abrasion-resistant TPU sections 

for secure foot placement to help 
prevent accidents

• Rugged, self-cleaning sole ensures 
maximum grip for demanding 
 applications, uneven or dirty floors 
(SRC labelling) 

• Effective ankle protection to 
ensure safety when working on 
ladders

• Free from harmful substances 
that interfere with wetting agents

• Resistant to oil and petrol 
• Meets ESD requirements: bleed 

resistance < 35 megaohm
• Resistant to temperatures for 

short periods up to +120 °C

Safety Footwear
uvex 2

Superior performance across all disciplines
The innovative uvex 2 safety footwear range in 
 protection class S3 is up for the challenge: delivering 
 optimum shock absorption, ergonomic fit, low weight 
and  excellent climate characteristics, ensuring 
maximum performance and redefining the limits for 
 safety footwear.
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Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP 
Per Pair 

uvex 2

65022
Width 11

Multi-purpose safety trainer with metal-free, 
penetration-resistant midsole and toe cap. Soft, 

breathable water-repellent leather upper. No 
thermal conductivity and antimagnetic properties.

Width fitting 11.

 black/
orange 

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£95.35

NEW
65023

Width 12

Multi-purpose safety trainer with metal-free, 
penetration-resistant midsole and toe cap. Soft, 

breathable water-repellent leather upper. No 
thermal conductivity and antimagnetic properties.

Width fitting 12.

 black/
orange 

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£97.00

65032
Width 11

Multi-purpose safety trainer with metal-free, 
penetration-resistant midsole and toe cap. Soft, 

breathable water-repellent leather upper. No 
thermal conductivity and antimagnetic properties.

Width fitting 11.

 black/
orange 

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£104.03 

65033
Width 12

Multi-purpose safety trainer with metal-free, 
penetration-resistant midsole and toe cap. Soft, 

breathable water-repellent leather upper. No 
thermal conductivity and antimagnetic properties. 

Width fitting 12.

 black/
orange 

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£106.00

uvex 2 VIBRAM®

65222

Multi-purpose safety trainer with VIBRAM® rubber 
sole. Metal-free, penetration-resistant midsole and 
toe cap. Soft, breathable water-repellent leather 
upper. No thermal conductivity and antimagnetic 

properties. Heat resistance up to 300 °C (HI HRO)

black/
orange

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 HI HRO SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£112.00

65232

Multi-purpose safety trainer with VIBRAM® rubber 
sole. Metal-free, penetration-resistant midsole and 
toe cap. Soft, breathable water-repellent leather 
upper. No thermal conductivity and antimagnetic 

properties. Heat resistance up to 300 °C (HI HRO)

black/
orange

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 HI HRO SRC.

ESD rated

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£125.00

Safety Footwear
uvex 2

uvex VIBRAM® rubber sole  – Inspired by Mountaineering
The rubber compound developed exclusively for uvex is optimised for moderately difficult 
applications with demanding ground conditions and integrates additional features 
in addition to the basic characteristics of the uvex 2 PU/PU sole:

• As light as a PU sole
• Heat-resistant outsole for short 

periods up to +300 °C (HRO label)
•  Increased cut resistance
•  Improved chemical resistance 

compared to PU soles

•  Highly flexible in the cold
•  Heat-insulating (HI label, tested 

at +150 °C)

VIBRAM® is a registered trademark of VIBRAM S.P.A.

uvex 2 VIBRAM®
Impressively robust and lightweight

uvex 2 leather VIBRAM® 
The new uvex 2 with VIBRAM® rubber sole. All the comfort and protection features of the 
uvex 2 boot and shoe with our specially developed sole designed for more demanding 
terrain and improved chemical resistance. The uvex 2 VIBRAM® also benefits from being 
certified HRO (heat-resistant outsole) and HI (Heat insulation). 

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Feet remain dry even under 
 extreme conditions:  
The uvex quatro GTX 
reliably prevents the 
penetration of  water thanks 
to its GORE-TEX® 
membrane, at the same 
time ensuring a superior 
foot  climate due to the high 
level of breathability – the 
perfect combination 
 between protection and 
wearer comfort.

GORE-TEX® Extended Comfort 
 Footwear1
• permanently waterproof and highly 

breathable
• maximum heat dissipation  

Dry and comfortable  
at high temperatures.

Protective fabric

Upper

Lining

GORE-TEX®  
membrane

Safety Footwear
uvex quatro GTX

uvex quatro GTX sole 
• Dual component PU / rubber sole for outdoor use
• Outstanding comfort underfoot thanks to ultra soft, shock- absorbing midsole and non-slip rubber outsole
• Extremely cut-resistant 
• Temperature-resistance of  outsole for brief exposure up to +300 °C
• Suitable for general use on  almost all surfaces and in a very broad temperature range of -20 °C for brief exposure up to +300 °C
• Resistant to most chemicals
• Excellent slip resistance even on damp and oily surfaces
• Antistatic
• HI, CI, HRO, SRC
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Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP
Per Pair 

uvex quatro GTX

NEW
84052

Extra wide fit, leather GORE-TEX® boot with 
scuff cap - protects leather. Steel midsole. Self-

cleaning sole increases slip resistance. Outsole is 
resistant to temperatures up to +300°C

black
EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 WR CI HI HRO 

SRC

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £138.82

uvex quatro pro - best seller! Rugged hard wearing footwear

84002 
(While stocks last)

Extra wide fit, leather water resistant shoe.  
Scuff cap - protects leather. Steel midsole.
Self cleaning sole. Outsole is resistant to

temperatures up to +120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC

38 to 50
(5 to 14.5) £75.59

84012

Extra wide fit, leather water resistant boot.   
Scuff cap - protects leather. Steel midsole.  
Self cleaning sole increases slip resistance. 

Outsole is resistant to temperatures up to +120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC

38 to 50
(5 to 14.5) £76.85

84022

Extra wide fit high leg, water resistant leather lace 
up winter boot with warm fleece lining. Scuff cap - 
protects leather. Steel midsole. Self cleaning sole 
increases slip resistance. Outsole is resistant to 

temperatures up to +120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 CI SRC

38 to 50
(5 to 14.5) £90.43

84032

Extra wide fit high leg, water resistant leather zip 
up winter boot with warm fleece lining. Scuff cap -
protects leather. Steel midsole. Self cleaning sole
increases slip resistance. Outsole is resistant to

temperatures up to +120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 CI SRC

38 to 50
(5 to 14.5) £88.61

Safety Footwear
Unisex multi-purpose footwear

EN ISO 20345:2011

S1 Basic requirements plus closed and energy absorbing seat region, 
 antistatic, fuel and oil resistant
S2 As S1 + water penetration and absorption
S3 As S2 + penetration resistance midsole and cleated sole
P Penetration resistance 
HI Heat insulating 

CI Cold insulating 
HRO Outsole resistant to hot contact   
SRA On ceramic surface with “soap”
SRB On steel with glycerol
SRC Both the standards of SRA and SRB are fulfilled
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Safety Footwear
Unisex multi-purpose footwear

Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP  
Per Pair

uvex brogue

95414
Classic office style shoe. Supple full grain 
leather upper with breathable lining. Heat 

resistant sole for brief exposure up to 300°C
black

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S1 SRA.

ESD rated

38 to 47
(5 to 12) £65.14

95419
Classic office style shoe. Supple full grain 
leather upper with breathable lining. Heat 

resistant sole for brief exposure up to 300°C
black EN ISO 20345:2011

S1 SRA
38 to 47
(5 to 12) £63.52

95422

Classic office style shoe. Supple full grain 
leather upper with breathable lining.  
Steel midsole. Heat resistant sole for  

brief exposure up to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S1 P SRA

38 to 47
(5 to 12) £65.61

uvex clyde

84579
(While stocks last)

Durable safety shoe with water resistant  
leather upper. Extra wide fit. Heat resistant  
for brief exposure up to 300°C. Heat and 

cold insulating sole

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S2 CI HI HRO SRC

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £77.37

84589
(While stocks last)

Durable safety boot with water resistant  
leather upper. Extra wide fit. Heat resistant  

for brief exposure up to 300°C. Heat and cold 
insulating sole

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S2 CI HI HRO SRC

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £79.98

uvex wide fit

95849
(While stocks last)

Extremely wide fit, black water resistant 
leather safety shoe. Outsole is resistant to 

temperatures up to 120°C
black EN ISO 20345:2011

S2 SRA
38 to 47
(5 to 12) £71.04

95859
(While stocks last)

Extremely wide fit, black water resistant 
leather safety boot. Outsole is resistant to 

temperatures up to 120°C
black EN ISO 20345:2011

S2 SRA
38 to 47
(5 to 12) £86.67

uvex xenova hygiene

69648

Ultra light lace up safety shoe with minimal 
stitching to reduce staining. Made with 

synthetic materials. 100% metal free. Heat 
resistant sole for brief exposure up to 120°C

white EN ISO 20345:2011
S2 SRC. ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £86.00

69628

Ultra light slip on safety shoe with minimal 
stitching to reduce staining. Made with 

synthetic materials. 100% metal free. Heat 
resistant sole for brief exposure up to 120°C

white EN ISO 20345:2011
S2 SRC. ESD rated

35 to 50
(3 to 15) £84.16

uvex motorsports

94979
uvex motorsports style nappa leather shoe. 

Reflector piping for extra safety. Metal 
toecap. Nitrile rubber sole

black EN ISO 20345:2011  
S1 SRA

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £84.16

94969
uvex motorsports style nappa leather and 

suede upper. Reflector piping for extra 
safety. Metal toecap. Nitrile rubber sole

black/
grey

EN ISO 20345:2011  
S1 SRA

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £87.92
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Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP  
Per Pair

uvex motion

69998
(While stocks last)

Ultra light sports style safety trainer. Virtually 
seamless to eliminate pressure points. Metal 

toe cap. Scuff cap protects upper. Heat 
resistant sole for brief exposure up to 120°C

black/grey EN ISO 20345:2011
S1 SRC. ESD rated

36 to 48
(3.5 to 13) £85.47

uvex motion light

69828
(While stocks last)

Nubuck leather shoe with fabric sections.  
Wide sports fit. Metal toecap.  

Anti-twist heel cap. Heat resistant sole for 
brief exposure up to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S1 SRC. ESD rated

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £71.61

69838
(While stocks last)

Nubuck leather upper shoe. 
Metal toecap. Anti-twist heel cap.  

Wide sports fit. Heat resistant sole for brief 
exposure up to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S2 SRC. ESD rated

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £71.61

69848
(While stocks last)

Nubuck leather boot. Metal toecap. Anti-twist 
heel cap. Wide sports fit. Heat resistant sole 

for brief exposure up to 120°C
black EN ISO 20345:2011

S2 SRC. ESD rated
38 to 48
(5 to 13) £72.87

69852
(While stocks last)

Full grain leather shoe. Steel toecap and mid 
sole. Anti-twist heel cap. Wide sports fit. Heat 
resistant sole for brief exposure up to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC. ESD rated

38-48  
(5 to 13) £75.59

69862
(While stocks last)

Full grain leather boot. Steel toecap and mid 
sole. Anti-twist heel cap. Wide sports fit. Heat 
resistant sole for brief exposure up to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC. ESD rated

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £78.10

uvex 2 trend

69378
Breathable perforated microvelour upper 

with reflective elements. Steel toecap. 
Breathable distance mesh liner. Antistatic*.

blue/black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S1 SRC. ESD Rated

38 to 52  
(5 to 16) £71.61

69382

Breathable microvelour upper with reflective 
elements. Customised, precise BOA fit lacing 
system. Steel toecap and midsole. Breathable 

distance mesh liner. Antistatic*.

blue/black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S1P SRC. ESD Rated

38 to 52  
(5 to 16) £92.44

69398
Breathable microvelour upper with reflective 
elements. Steel toecap. Breathable distance 

mesh liner. Antistatic*.

blue/
black/
grey

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S2 SRC. ESD Rated

38 to 52  
(5 to 16) £71.61

69358

Water repellent leather boot with reflective 
elements. Steel toecap. Breathable distance 

mesh liner. Self-cleaning tread pattern 
disperses surface debris to reduce slip risk. 

Antistatic*.

blue/black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S2 SRC. ESD Rated

38 to 52  
(5 to 16) £73.95

69342
Water repellent leather shoe with reflective 

elements. Steel toecap and midsole. 
Breathable distance mesh liner. Antistatic*. 

blue/black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC. ESD Rated

38 to 52  
(5 to 16) £75.59

69352
Water repellent leather boot with reflective 

elements. Steel toecap and midsole. 
Breathable distance mesh liner. Antistatic*.  

blue/black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC. ESD Rated

38 to 52  
(5 to 16) £78.10

Safety Footwear
Unisex multi-purpose footwear

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Suitable for people allergic to chrome.

* Self-cleaning dual density PU non-marking sole resistant to oil and petrol.
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Safety Footwear
uvex insoles

Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP  
Per Pair

uvex 1 and uvex 2 multiple fit system

95347
uvex 1 and uvex 2 insole. Contoured with full 

surface shock absorption. Ultra breathable. Width 
fitting 10 - for a narrower fit.

black n/a 35 to 50
(3 to 15) £13.18

95348
uvex 1 and uvex 2 insole. Contoured with full 

surface shock absorption. Ultra breathable. Width 
fitting 11 - for a standard fit

black n/a 35 to 50
(3 to 15) £13.18

95349
uvex 1 and uvex 2 insole. Contoured with full 

surface shock absorption. Ultra breathable. Width 
fitting 12 - for a wider fit.

black n/a 35 to 50
(3 to 15) £13.18

uvex tune-up (for more information see page 51)

NEW
95281

Antistatic insole designed for low arch support.
Certified for use in the uvex 1 and uvex 2 safety 

footwear ranges.  
blue/black n/a

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£19.95

NEW
95282

Antistatic insole designed for medium arch 
support. Certified for use in the uvex 1 and uvex 2 

safety footwear ranges.  
grey/black n/a

35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£19.95 

NEW
95283

Antistatic insole designed for high arch support.
Certified for use in the uvex 1 and uvex 2 safety 

footwear ranges.  

orange/
black

n/a
35 to 52
(3 to 16)

£19.95 

uvex insoles

95982
uvex hydroflex® GEL cork

insole. Breathable natural cork with active coal 
prevents foot odour. Shock absorbing  

GEL in heel. Effective ventilation
multi n/a 38 to 48

(5 to 13) £10.35

95956
uvex hydroflex® 3D foam insole. 

Contoured with full surface shock absorption. 
Perforated with breathable,  

moisture absorbing materials
multi n/a 35 to 50

(3 to 15) £10.92

Base joint of the little toe

Anatomical circumference of the foot

Base joint of the big toe

uvex multiple fit system

As part of the safety footwear multiple fit system, the 
uvex 1 and 2 is offered in the full range of sizes however, 
the boot and shoe can be adapted by changing the 
insole to create a different fit for enhanced comfort. 

The insole changes the dimensions inside the footwear 
based on the wearers requirements.

Width fitting 10 is a thicker insole, reducing space inside 
the footwear for a narrower fit. Width fitting 12 is a 
thinner insole increasing space inside the shoe for a 
wider fit.

uvex climate control insole:

• Full surface shock absorption
• Helps minimise potential back, knee and joint problems
• Draws sweat away from the foot
• Dries quickly
• Excellent skin tolerability

Width fitting 10 for a 
narrower fit

Width fitting 11 for a 
standard fit

Width fitting 12 for a 
wider fit

95347 95348 95349
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Safety Footwear
Heckel safety footwear. Performance with style

Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP  
Per Pair

MX 300 GT

NEW
63933

(old code 6261502)

Rugged, 100% waterproof (WR) full-grain 
leather outdoor boot with GORE-TEX® 

membrane. 100% metal free toe-cap and 
penetration resistant midsole.  PU/rubber sole, 

resistant to contact heat up to 300°C.  Self-
cleaning sole profile for excellent grip. Injection 

moulded PU scuffcap protects leather. 

black 
EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI HI HRO WR 

SRC

37 to 48
(4 to 13) £117.30

RUN-R®

62663
(old code: 6261008)

RUN-R® 300 
Multi-purpose light weight safety boot. Nubuck 
leather upper with breathable 3D mesh lining. 

Slip-resistant double density PU sole with front 
and heel shock absorption. 

100% metal free

black/red EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC 

37-48                   
(4 to 13) £82.54

62603
(old code 6261006)

RUN-R® 300
Multi-purpose lightweight safety trainer. 

Nubuck leather upper with breathable 3D mesh 
lining. Slip-resistant double density PU sole 

with front and heel shock absorption.
 100% metal free

black/red EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC

37-48                   
(4 to 13) £79.72

62613
(old code 6261009)

RUN-R® 400
Multi-purpose lightweight safety boot. Supple 

full grain leather upper with breathable 3D 
mesh lining. Slip-resistant double density PU 

sole with front and heel shock absorption. 
100% metal free

black/grey EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC 

37-48                   
(4 to 13) £79.72

62653
(old code: 6261007)

RUN-R® 400
Multi-purpose lightweight safety trainer. Supple 

full grain leather upper with breathable 3D 
mesh lining. Slip-resistant double density PU 

sole with front and heel shock absorption.  
100% metal free

black/grey EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC

37-48                   
(4 to 13) £77.79

MACsole® Adventure

63233
(old code: 6265500)

(While stocks last)

MACexpedition
Black textile boot, PVC coated end piece, 

reinforced heel and sides for support. Rubber 
sole. GORE-TEX® lining. 100% metal free

black/
green

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 WR CI HI HRO

SRC

36-48                   
(3.5 to 13) £117.57

62123
(old code: 6265501)

(While stocks last)

MACexpedition low
Black textile shoe PVC coated end piece, 

reinforced heel and sides for support. Rubber 
sole. GORE-TEX® lining. 100% metal free

black/
green

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 WR CI HI HRO 

SRC

36-48                   
(3.5 to 13) £111.87

63223
(old code: 6265502)

MACcrossroad
Black boot ideal for rugged outdoor work. 
Full grain liquid resistant leather upper with 

reinforced heel and sides for increased ankle 
stability. 100% metal free. Rubber sole with 

exceptional grip and deep treads for increased 
slip resistance

black/
green

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI HI HRO SRC

36-48                   
(3.5 to 13) £77.37

62113
(old code: 6265503)

MACcrossroad low
Black shoe ideal for rugged outdoor work.  
Full grain liquid resistant leather upper with 

reinforced heel and sides for increased ankle 
stability. 100% metal free. Rubber sole with 

exceptional grip and deep treads for increased 
slip resistance

black/
green

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 CI HI HRO SRC 36-48

(3.5 to- 13) £74.34

63893
(old code: 6265507)

MACcrossroad (brown)
Brown boot ideal for rugged outdoor work.  
Full grain liquid resistant leather upper with 

reinforced heel and sides for increased ankle 
stability. 100% metal free. Rubber sole with 

exceptional grip and deep treads for increased 
slip resistance

brown/
black/
green

EN ISO 20345:2011  
S3 CI HI HRO SRC

36-48                   
(3.5 to 13) £77.47
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Safety Footwear
Heckel safety footwear. Performance with style

Product Code Image Description Colour EN Standard Size Range RRP  
Per Pair

MACsole® 1.0   (Rubber sole unit offering exceptional grip, oil, hydrocarbon and heat resistance. Rubber coated end piece.  
Microgrip profile adapted to winter conditions)

62923
(old code: 6264002)

MACsole® 1.0 FXH
Rugged black leather boot with rubber sole.  

100% metal free. Waterproof collar and gusset

black/ 
orange

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI HI HRO SRC

36-48                   
(3.5 to 13) £64.25

62513
(6264012)

MACsole® 1.0 FXL
Rugged black leather shoe with rubber sole.  

100% metal free. Waterproof collar and gusset

black/ 
orange

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI HI HRO SRC

36-48                   
(3.5 to 13) £58.76

62963
(old code: 6264007)

MACsole® 1.0 WLD low
Black anti-spark leather boot with rubber sole 

and seams sewn with fire-resistant Kevlar®  
with a double velcro closure. Steel midsole

black/ 
orange

EN ISO 20349:2010 
S3 CI HI-1 HRO WG 

SRC 

38 to 48
(5 to 13) £59.85

62999
(old code: 

6015160/72)

MACsole® 1.0 XCB
Hygienic and comfortable removable insole.
Microfibre upper. Perforated - allows good 

wicking of perspiration

black n/a 36-48                   
(3.5 to 13) £9.93

SUXXEED OFFROAD ®

62733
(old code: 6261601)

SUXXEED OFFROAD® HIGH
Water-resistant brown oiled grain leather outdoor 

boot with metal-free toe cap and penetration 
resistant midsole. Resistant to contact heat up 

to 120°C

brown/
black

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI SRC 

36 to 48 
(3.5 to 13) £67.06

62743
(old code: 6261602)

SUXXEED OFFROAD® LOW
Water-resistant brown oiled grain leather outdoor 

shoe with metal-free toe cap and penetration 
resistant midsole. Resistant to contact heat up 

to 120°C

brown/
black

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI SRC 

36 to 48 
(3.5 to 13) £63.92

67203

SUXXEED OFFROAD® HIGH
Water-resistant black oiled grain leather outdoor 

boot with metal-free toe cap and penetration 
resistant midsole. Resistant to contact heat up 

to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI SRC 

36 to 48 
(3.5 to 13) £67.06

67213

SUXXEED OFFROAD® INOX HIGH
Water-resistant black oiled grain leather outdoor 
boot with metal-free toe cap and and stainless 
steel penetration resistant midsole. Resistant to 

contact heat up to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI SRC 

36 to 48 
(3.5 to 13) £65.05

67223
(non-stocked item) 

SUXXEED OFFROAD® INOX LOW
Water-resistant black oiled grain leather outdoor 
boot with metal-free toe cap and and stainless 
steel penetration resistant midsole. Resistant to 

contact heat up to 120°C

black EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 CI SRC 

36 to 48 
(3.5 to 13) £59.25

SUXXEED®

63903
(old code: 6263800)

SUXXEED® S3 boot
Very lightweight boot. 100% metal free. 

Water resistant hydrosuede leather upper. 
Double density, self cleaning, PU sole,  

highly slip resistant

black/ 
grey/
red

EN ISO 20345:2011 
S3 SRC

38 to 47                    
(5 to 12) £63.62

62553
(old code: 6263801)

SUXXEED® S3 low
Very lightweight trainer. 100% metal free.  

Water resistant hydrosuede leather upper.  
Double density, self cleaning, PU sole,  

highly slip resistant

black/
grey/red

EN ISO 20345:2011
S3 SRC

38 to 47                    
(5 to 12) £60.64

62563
(old code: 6263803)

SUXXEED® S1P low
Very lightweight and flexible trainer. 100% 

metal free with double density, slip resistant 
sole with excellent shock absorption 

black/ 
grey/
red

EN ISO 20345:2011
S1 P SRC

38 to 47                    
(5 to 12) £55.42
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1.  General:
(i) UVEX SAFETY (UK) Limited (“the Seller”) sells the 

goods only subject to these terms and a person 
seeking to purchase goods (“the Customer”) from the 
Seller accepts that these terms shall govern relations 
between the Seller and the Customer to the exclusion 
of any other terms, even if those other terms are 
contained in any of the Customer’s documents which 
purport to provide that the Customer’s own terms shall 
prevail.

(ii) All quotations dispatched by the Seller comprise 
invitations to treat. Any order by the Customer is 
subject to acceptance by the Seller.

(iii) Acceptance of the order by the issue of a Sales Order 
Acknowledgement by the Seller creates a binding 
contract between the Seller and the Customer for the 
sale of goods (“the goods”) on these terms. However, 
the Seller reserves the right before delivery of the 
goods to cancel such contract, without recourse, by 
notice in writing if the Customer’s credit worthiness is 
not to the Seller’s satisfaction.

(iv) A minimum order value of £100 applies to all orders 
other than prescription eyewear.

(v) The Seller’s prices are exclusive of VAT. A delivery 
charge for any orders under £500 will be made within 
the UK or Republic of Ireland unless otherwise agreed 
in writing. Orders are despatched for delivery on

 the next business day wherever possible (or the day 
after that for postcodes in Scotland, Ireland and the 
North of England). In the event that Customers may 
request timed deliveries, the Seller will use best efforts 
to facilitate this, but will recharge to the Customer at 
cost any surcharges that may be levied by the carrier. 
Such costs will be notified to the Customer before the 
order is confirmed.

2.  Payment:
(i) Payment of sums due hereunder shall be made within
 28 days of the date of the invoice and the customer
 shall be liable to the Seller as a principal whether or
 not he purports to act or contract as an agent.
(ii) Time shall be of the essence in respect of payment by
 the Customer. If the Customer fails to make payment
 in accordance with Clause 2(i) above the, without
 prejudice to the Seller’s other remedies:-
 a) The Customer shall pay the Seller on demand
 interest at the rate of 2% per month calculated on a
 day to day basis, and compounded monthly, on the
 unpaid balance of the price; the Seller may
 rescind this contract and may retain any of the goods
 intended for the Customer in order to discharge
 any sums which the Seller may be owed by the
 Customer, and the Seller may cancel or postpone the
 performance of any other contract the Seller might
 have with the Customer.
(iii) An order cannot be cancelled after its acceptance,
 except by mutual arrangement and the payment of 
 all liabilities incurred.

3.  Delivery:
(i)   Goods shall be delivered as soon as they are ready. 

Claims for shortage on delivery must be notified to 
the Seller in writing, which may include email within 
7 days following delivery. In cases where deferred 
deliveries have been arranged such deliveries shall be 
completed within three months from the first delivery 
or within such other period as may be specified in the 
order and accepted by the seller.  In the event of failure 
to accept delivery as arranged the balance remaining 
‘undelivered’ shall be invoiced and storage costs 
charged to the Customer’s account, the goods being 
held at the sole risk of the customer.

(ii) The Seller will accept no responsibility for any loss or
 damage caused by any delay in delivery howsoever
 arising. All risk of loss or damage of any kind
 whatsoever in the goods shall pass to the Customer
 upon their delivery to the Customer or his agent or
 carrier as the case may be.

4.  Returns:
 The Customer should refer at all times to the
 Company’s published procedure on returns.

5.  Price Variation:
 Whereas all quotations are based on the then
 current cost of the goods to the Seller, they are
 subject to amendment on or after acceptance to
 reflect those, prevailing on the date of delivery.

6.  Liability and Indemnity:
(i) The Seller shall not in any circumstances whatsoever 
 be liable to the Customer for any loss or damage
 in excess of the price of the goods, howsoever
 caused involving any personal property or interest,
 suffered by the Customer directly or indirectly, in
 connection with the use, functioning or state of the
 goods, save insofar as the Customer suffers death or
 personal injury resulting from the negligence of the
 Seller as defined in the Unfair Contract Terms
 Act 1977 (or any re-enactment or statutory
 amendment thereof). In particular, but without
 prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, where
 the Customer purchases the goods in connection
 with the Customer’s business as an organiser of “war
 games” the Seller shall not in any circumstances
 be liable to the Customer for any loss suffered by the
 Customer in respect of claims by third parties who
 have suffered death or personal injury while using 
 the goods.
(ii) The Customer shall effect and keep in effect at the
 Customer’s expense suitable insurance against any
 liability suffered by the Customer in connection with
 the goods including the indemnity given by the
 customer to the Seller in Clause 6(2) and the
 Customer shall procure that the interest of the Seller
 is noted on the insurance policy. The Customer
 shall pay punctually and premiums payable under 
 the aforesaid Policy and on demand shall produce to 
 the Seller a copy of the Policy and the receipt of the
 current insurance premium.

Terms and Conditions
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7.  Quality and Conditions of Goods:
(i) No representation or warranty is given as to the
 suitability or fitness of the goods for any or any
 particular purpose and the Customer shall himself
 in this respect and shall be totally responsible
 therefore. In particular, but without prejudice to the
 generality of the foregoing, no representation or
 warranty is given as to the suitability or fitness of the
 goods for the purpose of providing bodily protection
 where the goods are used in connection with the
 Customer’s business as an organiser of “war games”
 and the Customer shall not rely on the skill and
 judgement of the Seller to ensure the goods are 
 suitable for any particular purpose (whether or not
 such purpose may be known to the Seller).
(ii) The Seller accepts no liability whatsoever in regard 
 to the goods where the Customer or third party
 misuses the goods, does not use the goods for their
 intended purpose and or does not use the goods in
 the correct manner or in accordance with user
 guidance or instructions. 

8.  Force Majeure:
 Every effort will be made by the seller to carry out  
 the contract but due performance of it is subject to
 variation or cancellation in the event of Act of God,
 war, strikes, lockouts, fire, flood, or any other cause 
 beyond the Seller’s control.

9.  Headings and Construction:
(i) Headings do not form part of these terms and
 conditions of sale.
(ii) In the event that any of the terms and conditions of
 sale shall be found void but would be valid if some
 part thereof were deleted or the duration, extent or
 application were altered or reduced, such term or
 condition shall apply with any such modification as
 may be necessary to make it valid and effective.

10.  Governing Law:
 These terms and conditions of sale shall in all   
 respects be governed by and construed in
 accordance with English law.

11.  Supersedure:
 These terms and conditions of sale shall supersede
 and replace all earlier negotiations or agreements
 between the parties, whether oral or written. These
 terms and conditions are deemed to incorporate all
 the terms of the contract of sale between the Seller 
 and the Customer and their interpretation shall 
 not be coloured by prior negotiation. No amendment 
 or modification of these terms and conditions shall be
 binding on either party unless reduced to writing and
 signed by both parties.

Terms and Conditions
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©BrakeThrough Media

UVEX SAFETY (UK) LTD
uvex House
Farnham Trading Estate
Farnham
Surrey
England
GU9 9NW

Tel: 01252 731200
Fax: 01252 733968
E-mail: safety@uvex.co.uk
Internet: uvex-safety.co.uk
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